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Abstract. We prove that the subgroup lattices of finite alternating and symmetric groups
do not contain so-called lower signalizer lattices in the class D. This result is one step
in a program to show that the lattices in the class D are not isomorphic to an interval in
the subgroup lattice of any finite group.
In 1980 in [13], Palfy and Pudlak proved that the following two statements are
equivalent:
(1) Each nonempty finite lattice is isomorphic to an interval in the lattice of sub-
groups of a finite group.
(2) Each finite lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of congruences of some finite
algebra.
Given a group G and a subgroup H of G, write OG.H/ for the lattice of over-
groups ofH in G, and define a finite subgroup interval lattice to be a lattice of the
form OG.H/ for some finite group G and subgroup H of G. In the thirty years
since [13] appeared, the question of whether each finite lattice is a finite subgroup
interval lattice has remained open and of significant interest. The general consen-
sus seems to be that the answer is negative, and indeed that finite subgroup interval
lattices constitute a small subclass of the class of all finite lattices.
Early work on the question centered on so-called M-lattices, the lattices of
depth 2. Probably the high point of this effort is the reduction (in 1997 by Bad-
deley and Lucchini in [10]) of the existence of M-lattices as finite group interval
lattices, to various questions about finite simple groups.
Each finite lattice ƒ has a greatest member1 and least member 0. Set ƒ0 D
ƒ ¹0;1º. Given a positive integerm, write.m/ for the lattice of subsets of an
m-set. Given finite latticesƒ1 andƒ2, writeƒ1ƒ2 for the latticeƒ such thatƒ0
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is the disjoint union ofƒ01 andƒ02, with no member ofƒ01 comparable to a member
of ƒ02. Given integers t > 1 and m1; : : : ; mt > 2, define D.m1; : : : ; mt / to be
the lattice .m1/     .mt /.
In 2003 in [15], Shareshian made a series of conjectures related to the Palfy–
Pudlack Question. Write .H;G/ for the order complex of the poset OG.H/0.
Shareshian’s strongest conjecture asserts that for each finite group G and sub-
group H , the complex .H;G/ has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres.
His weakest conjecture asserts that D.3; 3/ is not a finite subgroup interval lat-
tice.
Inspired by these conjectures, Shareshian advanced the following conjecture,
which sits between his other two conjectures:
Conjecture D. Given integers t > 1 and m1; : : : ; mt > 2, there does not exist
a finite group G and subgroup H of G such that the overgroup lattice OG.H/ is
isomorphic to D.m1; : : : ; mt /.
In Theorem 2 of [6], the author proves:
Reduction Theorem forD. Assume ƒ is D.m1; : : : ; mt /-lattice for some in-
tegers t > 1 and mi > 2. Assume further that ƒ is a finite subgroup interval lat-
tice. Then there exists an almost simple group G such that either
(1) ƒ Š OG.H/ for some H  G, or
(2) there exists a nonabelian finite simple group L and  D .G;H; J / 2 T .L/,
such that G D hW0./;H i and ƒ Š „./.
Recall G is almost simple if G has a unique minimal normal subgroup F .G/,
and F .G/ is a nonabelian simple group. Further T .L/ is the collection of triples
 D .G;H; J / such that G is a finite group, H  G, and J E H with
F .H=J / Š L:
Write W D W./ for the set of signalizers for H in G; that is those H -invariant
subgroups W of G such that H \ W D J . Given G0 E G, set OG D G0J and
W0 D W0.;G0/ D ¹W 2 W W W  OGº, and partially order W0 by inclusion.
The poset„.;G0/ is obtained by adjoining a greatest member1 to the posetW0.
It turns out (cf. 2.4) that „.;G0/ is a lattice, called a lower signalizer lattice. In
the Reduction Theorem,W0./ D W0.; F .G// and „./ D „.; F .G//.
The Reduction Theorem reduces Conjecture D to two questions about sub-
lattices of the lattice of subgroups of almost simple groups. The obvious first test
cases for the two questions are the alternating and symmetric groups.
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In [8], John Shareshian and the author prove that if G is alternating or symmet-
ric, and H  G, then OG.H/ is not a D-lattice. This paper treats the lower sig-
nalizer lattice case by proving:
Theorem A. Let G be a finite alternating or symmetric group and H  G. Let
t > 1 and m1; : : : ; mt > 2 be integers. Then there does not exist a finite simple
group L and J E H  G such that  D .G;H; J / 2 T .L/, G D hW0./;H i,
and „./ Š D.m1; : : : ; mt /.
The proof of Theorem A is divided into three cases: H primitive; H transitive
but imprimitive; H intransitive. The three cases are treated in Theorem 5.23 in
Section 5, Theorem 9.5 in Section 9, and Theorem 10.39 in Section 10.
Results in Sections 2 and 3 on lower signalizer lattices are also of independent
interest.
See [1] for terminology and notation involving finite groups.
1 Notation, terminology, and preliminary lemmas
In this section we list some more specialized notation, some of which is used only
in this paper. We also prove a number of preliminary lemmas.
Let G be a group and X and J subgroups of G. Define
IG.J / D ¹H  G W J  NG.H/º;
and for X 2 IG.J /, set VX .J / D IX .J /\OX .J \X/. Define kerJ .G/ to be the
largest normal subgroup of G contained in J . Write M.J / D MG.J / for the set
of maximal overgroups of J in G; that isM.J / is the set of maximal members of
the poset OG.J /   ¹Gº.
Suppose that  is a finite set, and set S D Sym./ the symmetric group on 
and A D Alt./ the alternating group on . Let G  S .
Write Fix.G/ D Fix.G/ for the set of fixed points ofG on, and Mov.G/ D
Mov.G/ for the set    Fix.G/ of points of  moved by G.
For   , write G for the pointwise stabilizer in G of ; that is
G D ¹g 2 G W   Fix.G/º:
Write NG./ for the global stabilizer in G of  , and write G for the image in
Sym./ of NG./ under the restriction map g 7! gj .
Let P D P ./ be the set of partitions of . Partially order P by Q  P if
P is a refinement of Q. Thus P is a lattice with the obvious operators ^ and _
described in Section 3 of [5]. In particular P has a least member 0 and greatest
member1, and, as in the introduction, P 0 D P  ¹0;1º. Let P .G/ be the set of
G-invariant partitions of , and P 0.G/ D P 0 \P .G/.
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ForQ  P inP andB 2Q, write PB for the partition ¹C 2 P W C  Bº ofB .
Given a partition  2 P , letNG./ be the subgroup ofG acting on  . ThenG
is the kernel of the action ofNG./ on  . WriteKC./ for the subgroup ofA gen-
erated by the groups A  ,  2  . ThusKC./ is isomorphic to a direct product
of alternating groups.
1.1. Let ˛   andH  S ˛ be transitive on ˛. Assume  2 P .H/ and  2 
with ˛ \  6D ¿. Then either ˛   , or   ˛.
Proof. Let ! 2 ˛\ . By hypothesis, ˛ D !H . Thus ifH acts on  , then ˛   ,
so we may assume h 2 H   NH ./. Then  [ h  Mov.h/  ˛, completing
the proof.
1.2. Let P;Q 2 P ./ with P _Q D1. Then SP \ SQ D 1.
Proof. As P _Q D 1, j˛ \ ˇj  1 for all ˛ 2 P and ˇ 2 Q. Let ! 2 . Then
! 2 ˛ 2 P and ! 2 ˇ 2 Q, so ˛ \ ˇ D ¹!º. Then as H WD SP \ SQ acts on ˛
and ˇ, H fixes !. As this holds for each ! 2 , H D 1.
Given a lattice ƒ and x 2 ƒ, set ƒ. x/ D ¹y 2 ƒ W y  xº.
1.3. Let ƒ be a lattice isomorphic to .m/ for some m, and „ a sublattice of ƒ
containingƒ. x/ for each x 2 „ ¹1º. Then„ D ƒ. z/ for some z 2 „, so
„ Š .d/ for some 0  d  m.
Proof. LetA be the set of atoms of ƒ, and for x 2 ƒ and B  A, set
A.x/ WD A \ƒ. x/ and y.B/ WD
_
b2B
b:
Set E WD A\„ and z WD y.E/. As„ is a sublattice ofƒ, z 2 „, so by hypothesis
either z D1 orƒ. z/  „. In the first case asƒ Š .m/, E D A, and for each
x 2 ƒ, x D y.A.x// 2 „, so „ D ƒ D ƒ. z/. Thus we may assume z 6D 1.
Now for x 2 „, A.x/ D ƒ. x/ \A  E , so x D y.A.x//  y.E/ D z. Thus
again „ D ƒ. z/.
1.4. Assume n WD jj  2 mod 4 and n > 2. Then each primitive subgroup G of
S is almost simple.
Proof. Assume G is not almost simple. Then (cf. 2.5 in [4]) G stabilizes an affine,
diagonal, or product structure on .
In the first case as n is even, n D 2a for some positive integer a. As n > 2,
a > 1, so n  0 mod 4, a contradiction.
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In the second case, n D jLjs for some nonabelian finite simple group L and
positive integer s. However jLj  0 mod 4, so n  0 mod 4, again a contradic-
tion.
Finally in the third case, n D mr for some integers m  5 and r > 1. As n is
even, so is m, so as r > 1, n  0 mod 4, once again a contradiction.
1.5. Assume G is an almost simple transitive subgroup of S and n WD jj is a
power of some prime p. Set L WD F .G/. Then either
(1) L is transitive on , or
(2) p D 2 D jG W Lj, L has two orbits i , i D 1; 2, on , and there is an invo-
lution in CA.L/ interchanging 1 and 2.
Proof. Since G is transitive on , it follows that G is also transitive on the set
O WD ¹i W 1  i  mº of orbits of L on . Set k WD j1j. Then km D n D pe,
so k D pa and m D pb with a C b D e. Further m divides jG W Lj, and hence
also jOut.L/j. As L is transitive on 1 and k D pa, it follows (cf. 3.1 in [4]) that
either
(i) p does not divide jOut.L/j, or
(ii) p D 2 D jOut.L/j, and either L Š Ak , or L Š L2.q/ with q a Mersenne
prime and k D q C 1.
In case (i), as pb D m divides jOut.L/j, it follows thatm D 1, so that (1) holds.
Similarly in case (ii), either (1) holds orG D Aut.L/ and p D m D 2, and we may
assume the latter. Then for ! 2  we have LG! D LL! , so there exists an equiva-
lence ˛ W 1 ! 2 of the representations of L on i . Define t 2 S by !t D !˛
for ! 2 1, and !t D !˛ 1 for ! 2 2. As ˛ is an equivalence of L-represen-
tations, t 2 CS .L/. By construction, t is an involution interchanging 1 and 2,
so t has k cycles of length 2. Then as k is even, t 2 A, so (2) holds.
1.6. Assume G is a transitive subgroup of S , n WD jj > 3, and† D ¹˛1; ˛2º is a
2-subset of  such that H WD NG.†/ is transitive on  †. Assume †G is not a
partition of .
(1) Either
(i) G is 5=2-transitive on , that is G is 2-transitive on , and either G is
3-transitive or G† has two orbits on   † of equal length, or
(ii) H˛1 has two orbits i , i D 1; 2, of equal length on   † interchanged
by H , and setting i WD i [ ¹˛iº, ¹1; 2º is a G-invariant partition
of  such that NG.i / is 2-transitive on i for i D 1; 2.
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(2) If G is 2-transitive and affine on , and G is not solvable, then
D WD F .G/ Š E2e ;
G˛1  GL.D/, G is 3-transitive on , and either G˛1 D GL.D/ Š Le.2/,
or e D 4 and G˛1 Š A7.
(3) Assume G is imprimitive and 1 6D W E G with G=W almost simple. Then
case (ii) of (1) holds, NG.i /i is affine, and F .NG.i /i /  W i .
Proof. We first prove (1). Set ˛ WD ˛1. As†G is not a partition of, G˛ does not
act on† by 5.18.2 in [1]. AsH D NG.†/ is transitive on  D  † and j†j D 2,
H˛ D G† and either H˛ is transitive on  , or H˛ has two orbits i , i D 1; 2,
on  of equal length m, interchanged by H . In the first case as G˛ does not act
on †, G˛ is transitive on ƒ D    ¹˛º, so G is 3-transitive and (1i) holds. Thus
we may assume the second case holds.
Next if G˛ is transitive on ƒ, then G is 5=2-transitive, and again (1i) holds, so
we may assume otherwise. Thus we may assume G˛ has orbits  D .˛/ D 1
and  D ¹˛2º [ 2 on . Therefore G is a rank 3 group on  with parameters
k D m and l D mC1. By 16.3.2 in [1], there are nonnegative integers and  < k
such that l D k.k  1/. Then as .l; k/ D 1, it follows that l divides k  1,
so as l > k > , we conclude that k D C1 and  D 0. Therefore by 16.4 in [1],
G preserves the partition„ WD ¹!? W ! 2 º, where !? D ¹!º [.!/. Then as
k D m and l D mC 1, we get „ D ¹1; 2º. Further as G˛ is transitive on 2
and 1   ¹˛º, NG.1/ is 2-transitive on 1, so (1ii) holds, and the proof of (1)
is complete.
Next assume the hypothesis of (2), and let D D F .G/. Then D Š Epe for
some primep, andK DG˛  GL.D/ is 3=2-transitive onD#. ThenG† D CK.d/
for d 2 D# with ˛d D ˛2, andCK.d/ is 1=2-transitive onD ¹1; dº, so asCK.d/
acts on hd i and D 6D hd i since G is not solvable, it follows that p D 2. Now 4.8
in [2] contains a list of subgroups of GL.D/ transitive on D# (the classification
of such subgroups is due to Hering and Liebeck; see the proof of 4.8 in [2] for
discussion and references). As G˛ is 3=2-transitive and not solvable, we conclude
from that list that (2) holds.
Finally assume the hypothesis of (3). Now X WD NG.i / is of index 2 in G, so
X=U is almost simple, where U WD W \X E G. NextX  NS .1/ D S1S2,
where Si D S3 i acts as the symmetric group ofi . Let i W X ! Si be the i th
projection, and Ui WD Ui . AsH is transitive on„, we get U1 Š U2, so in partic-
ular, Ui 6D 1. As Yi WD Xi is 2-transitive, Yi is almost simple or affine, so in par-
ticular Yi has a unique minimal normal subgroupDi . Thus asUi 6D 1,Di  Ui , so
if Yi is affine, then (3) holds. Suppose Yi is almost simple and set L WD X1. Then
Li D Di  Ui and hence 1 6D U1i and L D U1X1i . As X=U is almost sim-
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ple, it follows thatX1i DD3 i and LDD1D2. Then as U1i 6D 1 and U EX ,
it follows that L  U , and hence X=U is solvable, a contradiction.
1.7. Assume G is a transitive subgroup of S ,  is a proper subset of , NG./
is transitive on    , and 1 6D Y E NG./ with      Fix.Y /. Then the
following hold:
(1) If NG./ is 2-transitive on , then Y is transitive on .
(2) If NG./ is 2-transitive on  and  2 P 0.G/, then  D G .
(3) If G is primitive on , then G is 2-transitive on  and G is almost simple or
affine.
(4) If G is primitive and affine on , then G 6D F .G/NG./.
Proof. Let H WD NG./ and  WD   . We first prove (1) and (2), so we as-
sume H is 2-transitive on . Then H is primitive. As   Fix.Y /, Y is faithful
on , so 1 6D Y  E H and hence (1) holds.
Suppose  2 P 0.G/ and let  2  with  \ 6D 1. By (1) and 1.1, either
   or   . In the former case  D  as H is transitive on  , and in the
latter  D  as H is 2-transitive on . Thus (2) holds.
We next prove (3) and (4), so we assumeG is primitive on. Then statement (3)
follows from 15.17 in [1]. Finally assume G is affine on  and set D D F .G/.
As  D Fix.Y /, it follows that CD.Y / is regular on  , so 1 6D CD.Y / < D is
H -invariant. But if G D DH , then as G is primitive on,H is irreducible onD,
contradicting CD.Y / H -invariant.
1.8. Let n WD jj.
(1) m2.S/ D Œn=2.
(2) If H is a primitive subgroup of S with m2.H/  .n  2/=4, then H is almost
simple or affine.
Proof. Let n0 WD Œn=2, E the subgroup of a Sylow 2-subgroup T of S generated
by the transpositions in T , andM WD NS .E/. Then T M som2.M/ D m2.S/.
Further m2.E/ D n0 and M is the split extension of E by Sn0 with E the permu-
tation module for M=E. Hence by B.3.2.4 and B.2.4 in [9], m2.M/ D m2.E/,
establishing (1).
Assume H satisfies the hypotheses of (2) but H is neither affine nor almost
simple. Then, replacing H by a larger primitive subgroup of S if necessary, and
appealing to 2.2 in [4], we may assume H is the stabilizer of a product structure
or diagonal structure on . In Case I it follows from 2.2 in [4] that H is a wreath
product of Sm by Sk for some m  5 and k  2, so H has a normal subgroup
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D D D1  Dk withDi Š Sm for i 2 I D ¹1; : : : ; kº. In this case setX D H .
In Case II we have F .H/ D D D D1  Dk withDi Š L for some nonabel-
ian simple group L, k  2, and H=D D X=D  Y=D, where X=D D Sym.I /
and Y=D Š Out.L/. In each case X acts on the Di as Sym.I / with kernel D via
Dxi D Dix for x 2 X and i 2 I .
Let A be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of X of rank m2.X/ such that
B WD A\D is of maximal order. ClaimAD B . Assume otherwise. ThenAmoves
some i 2 I . Set J D iA, let F be a complement to Ai in A, and for j 2 J let
Ej be the projection of B on Dj . As m2.A/ D m2.X/, it follows that Ej 6D 1.
Set E D hEj W j 2 J i. Now F is regular on J , som2.F /  m2.E=CE .F //, and
hence, as in the proof of (1), m2.AiE/  m2.A/, contradicting the maximality
of B . This establishes the claim.
By the claim, we havem2.X/ D m2.D/, som2.X/ D kr where r WD m2.Di /.
In Case I, H D X , so m2.H/ D kr and r D Œm=2 by (1). In Case II we have
H=X Š Out.L/, som2.H/  krC3 asm2.Out.L//  3 (cf. 2.5.12 in [11] when
L is of Lie type, 5.2.1 in [11] whenL is an alternating group, and Chapter 5 in [11]
when L is sporadic). Further r D m2.L/. Thus it remains to show
.n   2/=4 > kr C e ()
where e D 0 in Case I and e D 3 in Case II. Assume otherwise.
In Case I, n D mk by 2.5 in [4], while r D Œm=2  m=2 by (1). Then we get
.mk   2/=4  km=2, so mk  2.kmC 1/, a contradiction as m  5 and k  2.
Therefore Case II holds. Hence by 2.5 in [4], n D mk 1 where m WD jLj. Ob-
servem D 2rs where s  15 asm is divisible by distinct odd primes. Now we find
that .mk 1   2/=4  kr C 3, so
.15  2r/k 1  mk 1  4kr C 14;
again a contradiction as k  2  r .
1.9. AssumeG is primitive on but not almost simple, and n WD jj  10 is even.
Let † be a .2; n=2/-partition of , T D A†, and z the fixed-point-free involution
in S whose cycles are the clock of †. Assume z 2 X WD T \G and
m2.X/  .n   2/=4:
Then n D 16, G is the stabilizer in S of an affine structure on,m2.X/ D 4, and
G D hXGi.
Proof. Set Z WD hzi. By 1.8, G is affine on , so F .G/ D E Š E2e for some
e  4 as n  10 is even. Thus
m2.X/  .n   2/=4 D .2e 1   1/=2:
Set G WD G=E.
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As z is the unique fixed-point-free involution in X , X \E  Z. Claim z 2 E.
Assume otherwise and let F WD CE .z/ and f WD m2.F /. Then f  e=2  2.
Further ŒF;X  E \X D 1. But F has 2e=2f D 2e f regular orbits on , so
each member of the set  of orbits of F on † is of length at least 2f  1. Thus we
have j j  2e 1=2f  1 D 2e f , so
.2e 1   1/=2  m2.X/  m2.CS†.F // D j j D 2e f :
We conclude that f  2, so as f  e=2  2 it follows that e D 4 and f D 2.
Thus F D ŒE; z so zF  zE , and hence ZF is semiregular on . But then each
member of  is of order 4, so j j D 2 and 4  m2.X/ D 2, a contradiction. This
completes the proof of the claim.
By the claim, E \X D Z, so E  CG.Z/  NG.X/. Thus
m2.X
/ D m2.X/   1  .2e 1   3/=2:
Further ŒE;X  Z, so X induces a group of transvections on E with center Z.
Hence m2.X/  e   1. Thus .2e 1   3/=2  e   1, so as e  4 we conclude
that e D 4 and m2.X/ D 3.
Now asG is primitive on,G is irreducible onE. But asm2.X/ D 3,X is
the radical of the parabolic of GL.E/ stabilizing Z, so G D hXGi D GL.E/.
Therefore G D hXGi, so Y D hXGi is irreducible on E. Hence we obtain that
E D hEY i  Y , so G D EY D Y , completing the proof.
2 Lower signalizer lattices
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 2.1. G is a finite group, L is a nonabelian finite simple group,  D
.G;H; J / 2 T .L/, and G0 is a normal subgroup of G.
Notation 2.2. Set OG WD G0J , write H0 for the preimage in H of F .H=J /, and
let
W0 WD ¹W 2 W.;G0/ W W  OGº:
Partially orderW0 by inclusion, and let„ D „.;G0/ be the poset obtained by ad-
joining a greatest member1 to the posetW0. Observe J is the least element of„;
we sometimes write 0 for J regarded as a member of „. Set W 00 WD W0   ¹0º,
and for W 2 W 00 let
W0.> W / WD ¹U 2 W0 W W < U º and W0.< W / WD ¹U 2 W 00 W U < W º:
DefineW0. W / andW0. W / similarly. For X 2 IG.J /, set NX WD XJ .
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Remark 2.3. We call a lattice of the form„.;X0/, for some  D .X;HX ; JX / 2
T .L/ and X0 E X , a lower signalizer lattice. From (the proof of) 2.11.2 in [6],
„./ is isomorphic to the dual of the poset .;X0/ defined in Section 2 of [6].
Thus we can appeal to results from [6] on such posets.
2.4. (1) „ WD „.;G0/ is a lattice.
(2) Suppose1 6D Wi 2 „ for i D 1; 2. Then
W1 ^W2 D W1 \W2;
and if W1 _W2 6D 1, then W1 _W2 D hW1; W2i.
Proof. The lemma follows from (the proof of) parts (2) and (3) of 2.11 in [6],
which use the isomorphism of Remark 2.3.
2.5. Let H M  G. Then
(1) M WD .M;H; J / 2 T .L/.
(2) „M WD „.M ; G0 \M/ is a lower signalizer lattice, and a sublattice of „.
(3) For W 2 „M ,W0. W /  „M .
(4) The inclusion map is an isomorphism of
„.hW0.;G0/;H i; hW0.;G0/;H i \G0/
with „.
Proof. The proof is straightforward.
2.6. J D 1 if and only if H is almost simple.
Proof. As  2 T .L/,H=J is almost simple. Thus if J D 1, thenH is almost sim-
ple. Conversely if H is almost simple, then F .H/ is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of H , so if J 6D 1, then F .H/  J . This is impossible as H=F .H/
is solvable, whereas H=J is not.
2.7. Assume V 2 W0. Then:
(1) For each W 2 VV .H/, W 2 W0.
(2) If F .HV /  V , then F .HV /J 2 W0.
Proof. Part (1) follows from 2.5.1 in [6]. Assume F .HV /  V . Then we obtain
J  F .HV /J 2 IV .H/, so (1) implies (2).
2.8. AssumeXi 2 I OG.H/, 1 i  3, withX1EX2 X3,H\X3 X2, NX1 2W ,
and X2=X1 solvable. Then NXi 2 W0 for 1  i  3.
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Proof. If NX2 2 W , then as H \ X3  X2, we have H \ X3 D H \ X2  J , soNX3 2 W . Then asX3  OG, the lemma holds. So assume NX2 … W . Applying 3.6.2
in [6] to NX1; X2 in the role of V;W , we conclude that P WD NX2. NX1/ is H -invar-
iant with NX1\X2  P and L Š P=. NX1\X2/. But NX1\X2 D X1.J \X2/, and
P=X1 is a subgroup of the solvable group X2=X1, so the image
L Š P=.X1.J \X2//
of P=X1 is solvable, a contradiction.
2.9. Assume V 2 W0 and M 2 OG.HV /0 with
 F .HV /  F .M/  OG,
 F .HV /  V , and
 NF .M/.F .HV //=F .HV / is solvable.
Then F .M/J and NF .M/.F .HV //J are inW0.
Proof. LetX1D F .HV /,X3D F .M/, andX2DNX3.X1/. By 2.7.2, we haveNX1 2 W0, and by hypothesis X2=X1 is solvable. As H acts on X1, it follows that
H \X3  NX3.X1/ D X2. Thus the lemma follows from 2.8.
2.10. Assume for all V 2 W0 that:
(a) F .HV /  V .
(b) There exists M.V / 2M.HV / such that
F .HV /  F .M.V //  OG
and NF .M.V //.F .HV //=F .HV / is solvable.
Then the following hold:
(1) F .HV /J and F .M.V //J are inW0.
(2) LetX consist of the subgroups X of F .H/ such that X E H and
CF .H/.X/  X:
Assume in addition that:
(c) For each X 2 X, NG.X/ M.J /, and for all V 2 W0,
F .M.J //  F .M.V //:
Then either „ is connected or F .M.J //  J .
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(3) Assume the hypothesis of (2) and assume „ is disconnected and for each
V 2 W0, K.V / is a normal subgroup of M.V / containing F .M.V // such
that K.V /=F .M.V // is solvable, K.V /  OG, and K.J /  K.V /. Then we
have K.V /J 2 W0 and K.J /  J .
Proof. Part (1) follows from 2.7.2 and 2.9, so assume the hypothesis of (2). Let
P WD F .M.J //, let V be a minimal member of W 00, and set Q WD F .M.V //
and R WD F .HV /. We may assume P — J , and it remains to show „ is con-
nected. For U 2 W 00, let C.U / be the connected component of „0 containing U .
As P — J , NP 2 W 00 by (1). By (c), P  Q, and NQ 2 W0 by (1), so NQ 2 W 00 and
C. NP / D C. NQ/. Similarly NR 2 W0 by (1), and NQ  NR  V by (a) and (b), so if
R — J , then NR 2 W 00 and C.V / D C. NQ/ D C. NP /. Thus „ is connected unless
we can choose V with C.V / 6D C. NP / and R  J , and we may assume the latter.
As R  J , R 2 X. Also R  S D F .H/ D F .HJ /  F .M.J // D P
by (b), and HV  NG.R/  M.J / by (c). Then V acts on P so hV; NP i D VP .
Hence as C.V / 6D C. NP /, VP … W0 and V \ NP D J by 3.8 in [6]. Next by 3.9.3.c
in [6], U WD NV. NP / 2 W 00, soU D V by minimality of V . Then by 3.9.3.d in [6],
.V /  N NP .V /, where .V / is defined in 3.2 of [6]. Therefore as V \ NP D J ,
.V /  N NP .J /. As S WD F .H/  J by (a), S D F .J /, so .V /  N NP .S/.
But S  J \ P , so N NP .S/=J D NP .S/J=J Š NP .S/=.J \ P / is an image of
NP .S/=S , which is solvable by (b), whereas .V /=J Š L by 3.2.4 in [6], a con-
tradiction. This completes the proof of (2).
Assume the hypothesis of (3). By (1), NQ 2W0, so asQ0 D K.V / EM.V / and
Q0=Q is solvable, NQ0 2 W0 by 2.8 applied with X1 D Q and X2 D X3 D Q0.
Assume P 0 D K.J / — J . As „ is disconnected, we can choose V with C.V / 6D
C. NP 0/. By hypothesis, NP 0  NQ0, so C. NP 0/ D C. NQ0/. Further NQ  NQ0 and from
the proof of (2), NQ  NR  V , so if R — J , then
C.V / D C. NQ/ D C. NQ0/ D C. NP 0/;
contrary to the choice of V . Thus R  J , and then the argument in the last para-
graph of the proof of (2) applied to P 0 in place of P supplies a contradiction.
2.11. Let H be the set of H -invariant subgroups X of H0 such that H0 D XJ .
ThenH has a least element H.
Proof. SupposeHi 2 H for i D 1; 2 and let Ji WD J \Hi , H3 WD ŒH1;H2, and
H WD H=J1. As Hi E H for i D 1; 2, we get H3  H1 \H2, so it suffices to
show that H3 2 H .
NowH1 Š H1=J1 Š H1J=J D H0=J Š L is nonabelian simple and normal
in H. As H0 D H1J , it follows that H0 D H1 J  and H1 \ J  D J 1 D 1, so
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H0 D H1  J . As H0 D H2 J  and H1 is nonabelian simple, we get
H1 D ŒH1 ;H2  D ŒH1;H2 D H3 ;
soH1 D H3J1. ThusH0 D H1J D H3J , soH3 2 H , completing the proof.
2.12. Let X 2 I OG.H/. Then either NX 2 W0 or H  X .
Proof. If NX 2 W , then as NX  OG, we have NX 2 W0. So assume NX … W . Then by
3.5 in [6], H0 D .X \H0/J . Thus X \H0 is in the set H of 2.11, so H  X
by 2.11.
2.13. LetW 2 W0, X 2 I OG.HW /, and Y  X \W with Y E X and X=Y solv-
able. Then WX 2 W0.
Proof. Assume WX … W0. As X  OG, also WX  OG, so if WX 2 W , then also
WX 2 W0. Thus we have WX … W . Then by 3.6.2 in [6], V WD NX .W /
satisfies Z D W \ X  V and L Š V=Z. Let X D X=Y , so that X is
solvable. As Y  Z  V , it follows that L Š V=Z Š V =Z is a section of the
solvable group X, a contradiction.
2.14. Assume W 2 W0 and WH is almost simple. Then W D 1.
Proof. If not, then asW E WH , F .WH/  W . ThusWH=W is solvable, con-
tradicting WH=W almost simple.
2.15. AssumeU 2 W 00 and Y WD UH is represented as a 2-transitive group of per-
mutations on a set  . Set K WD Y and let D be the preimage in Y of F .Y /.
Assume either K < U or K  J . Then
(1) Y  is affine.
(2) D  U  .
(3) D  U and ND 2 W0.
Proof. As Y  is 2-transitive, Y  is almost simple or affine. In particular F .Y /
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of Y  . By hypothesis either K < U or
K  J . In the latter case as U 2 W 00, again K < U . Thus 1 6D U  E Y  , so (2)
holds.
Next if Y  is almost simple, then Y =U  is solvable by (2), so asK  U , also
UH=U is solvable, a contradiction. Therefore (1) holds.
As K  U , (2) says that D  U . Thus ND 2 W0 by 2.7.1, so (3) holds.
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2.16. Let V 2 W0 and set ˛ WD .G;HV; V /. Then
(1) ˛ 2 T .L/ and G; ˛;G0 satisfies Hypothesis 2.1.
(2) W0.˛/ D ¹W 2 W0 W V  W º.
Proof. Straightforward.
3 D.m1; : : : ;mt/-lower signalizer lattices
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 3.1. G is an almost simple finite group, L is a nonabelian finite simple
group,  WD .G;H; J / 2 T .L/, ƒ WD „./ is a D.m1; : : : ; mt /-lattice for
some integers t > 1, mi > 2, and G D hW0;H i. For X 2 IG.J /, set NX WD XJ .
Remark 3.2. Observe that Hypothesis 2.1 is satisfied withG0 D F .G/. We adopt
Notation 2.2. In addition let W0 be the set of minimal members of the poset W 00,
and letW Š0 be the set of maximal members ofW
0
0. Define H as in 2.11.
3.3. G D hW0 ;H i.
Proof. As ƒ is a D.m1; : : : ; mt /-lattice, for each W 2 W0,
W D hU W U 2 W0 and U  W i
(cf. 3.4). Hence the lemma follows as G D hW0;H i by 3.1.
3.4. Let C be a connected component ofƒ0,† WD C[¹0;1º, and C WD C\W0 .
For ˛  C, set L˛ WD hW W W 2 ˛i, with LC WD 1 and L¿ WD J . Let C be
the lattice of all subsets of C. Then the following hold:
(1) † Š .mi / for some 1  i  t .
(2) The map ˛ 7! L˛ is an isomorphism of posets of C with †.
(3) L˛[ˇ D hL˛; Lˇ i and L˛\ˇ D L˛ \ Lˇ .
(4) hCi … W0.
Proof. Part (1) follows asƒ is aD.m1; : : : ; mt /-lattice. Then (1) and 2.4 imply
(2), (2) implies (3), and (1) and (2) imply (4), since hCi D LC D1.
3.5. The following hold:
(1) Assume U; V 2 W0 with V < U . Then V D NU .HV /.
(2) jU W V j 6D 2.
(3) jU W J j 6D 2.
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Proof. If (2) fails, then ŒH;U   V  HV , so (1) supplies a contradiction. Also
(2) implies (3). Thus it suffices to prove (1).
Assume the setup of (1), with V < NU .HV /. By 2.5.1 in [6],NU .HV / 2 W0,
so we may take U D NU .HV /. Form ˛ WD .G;HV; V / as in 2.16. By that lem-
ma, 1 WD W0. V / [ ¹1º is a sublattice of ƒ. Let 0 be the connected compo-
nent of  01 containing U , and  WD 0 [ ¹0;1º. From 3.4,  Š .m/ for some
m > 1. Now U acts on HV and V D HV \ U , so U is represented as a group
of automorphisms of  via conjugation. Further U 2  . Let  be the minimal
members of  ,  WD ¹W 2  W W  U º,  WD    , and X WD hi. Then we
find thatX\U D V andU acts on and , and hence also on  andX . By 3.4.4,
UX … W0, so by 3.9.3 in [6], setting U1 WD NU .X/ and X1 WD NX .U /, we ob-
tain that V D U1 \ X1 E U1X1 D Y , and setting Y  D Y=V , Y  D X1  U 1
with H Š L a full diagonal subgroup of Y . As H centralizes U , this is a
contradiction.
3.6. The following hold:
(1) For W 2 W0, F .G/ — WH , soM.WH/ 6D ¿.
(2) jM.H/j > 1.
Proof. Suppose (1) fails for someW . ThenW D 1 by 2.14, soF .G/  H . Thus
for each U 2 W0, F .G/  UH , so U D 1, contrary toƒ0 6D ¿. This establishes
statement (1). Then (1) and 3.3 imply (2).
3.7. Let C be a connected component ofƒ0, and adopt the notation of 3.4. Assume
Y E X  G with H  X , and set D WD ¹d 2 C W Ld  Xº. For ı  D , set
Yı WD Lı \ Y . Set B WD ¹b 2 D W Yb  J º and A WD D   B. Then for each
˛  A and ˇ  B:
(1) L˛ D NY˛.
(2) Y˛ D hYa W a 2 ˛i.
(3) The map ˛ 7! Y˛ is an isomorphism of the lattice A of all subsets of A with
VYA.H/.
(4) Lˇ acts on Y˛.
(5) Yˇ  J .
Proof. Let a 2 ˛, b 2 ˇ. By 2.7, NYa 2 W0 and as a 2 A, Ya — J , so NYa 2 W 00.
Then as NYa  La 2 W0 , La D NYa. By 3.4,
L˛ D hLa W a 2 ˛i D h NYa W a 2 ˛i D Z˛J;
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where Z˛ WD hYa W a 2 ˛i. Thus Z˛  L˛ \ Y D Y˛ and hence (1) holds. Fur-
ther Y˛ D L˛ \Y D Z˛J \Y D Z˛.Y \J / D Z˛ as J \Y  Ya  Z˛. Thus
(2) holds. Then (1) and (2) imply the map ' W A! VYQ.H/ of (3) is an injective
map of lattices. By 2.7, ' is a surjection, so (3) holds.
Next Ya;b D La;b \ Y is H -invariant, so NYa;b 2 W0 by 2.7. Further we have
Ya  Ya;b  La;b , so La D NYa  NYa;b  La;b . Therefore by 3.4.2, NYa;b D La
orLa;b . But in the latter case, Lb D Lb\La;b D Lb\Ya;bJ  .Lb\Y /J D J ,
a contradiction. Thus NYa;b D La, so Ya;b D Ya. Thus Ya is Lb-invariant, so by
3.4.2, Lˇ D hLb W b 2 ˇi acts on Y˛ D hYa W a 2 ˛i, establishing statement (4).
Finally NYˇ  Lˇ , so NYˇ D Lı for some ı  ˇ. But if b 2 ı, then
Lb D Lb \ Lı  Lb \ YJ D .Lb \ Y /J D J;
a contradiction. Thus Lˇ \ Y  J , establishing (5).
3.8. Assume D 2 IG.H/ with ND 2 W 00. Let C be the connected component of ND
in ƒ0, and adopt the notation of 3.4. Then ND D L˛ for some ¿ 6D ˛  C, and
setting ˇ WD C   ˛, W D Lˇ does not act on D.
Proof. Assume otherwise, and let X WD WDH and X WD X=D. By 3.4.4, we
have WD … W0, so H  WD by 2.12. Let V be the preimage in W of H . As
H andW areH -invariant, V isH -invariant. Thus we get NV 2 W0 by 2.7.1. Now
H  VD so NV ND … W0. Notice NV \ ND  W \ ND D Lˇ \ L˛ D J by 3.4.3.
Set V1 WD N NV . ND/ and D1 WD N ND. NV /; then J D V1 \D1 and V1;D1 2 W0. Set
X1 WD V1D1 and X1 WD X=J . By 3.9.3 in [6], V 1 Š D1 Š L and H is a full
diagonal subgroup of X1 . Thus V1;D1 2 W0 , so V1 D Lb and D1 D La for
some a 2 ˛ and b 2 ˇ. Thus as jC j  3, it follows that V1D1 D La;b 2 C , con-
tradicting H  V1D1.
4 Semisimple subgroups
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 4.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds, M 2 OG.H/, and D EM is the direct
product of a set L D ¹D1; : : : ;Dmº of subgroups permuted transitively by H ,
with m > 1 and H  D.
Notation 4.2. For X  M and E 2 L, set XE WD X \ E, XD WD X \D, and
write QXE for the projection of XD on E. Set
QX WD
Y
E2L
QXE :
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4.3. The following hold:
(1) M WD .M;H; J / 2 T .L/.
(2) „M WD .M ; F .G/\M/ is a lower signalizer lattice, and a sublattice ofƒ.
(3) For1 6D W 2 „M ,W0. W /  „M .
Proof. This is immediate from 2.5.
4.4. Let V 2 O„M WD „M   ¹1º. Then:
(1) For each E 2 L, QHE QVE= QVE Š L.
(2) QV J 2 W0.
(3) HD QV = QV is a full diagonal subgroup of QHD QV = QV .
Proof. The proofs of 5.6 and 5.7 in [6] go through under our weaker hypothesis
here.
4.5. „M D „1     „s , where for each i , „i  ƒi for some connected compo-
nent ƒ0i of ƒ0, and either „i D ƒi , or „i D ƒi . i / [ ¹1º for some i 2 ƒ0i .
Proof. By 4.3, „M is a sublattice of ƒ containing W0. W / for each W 2 O„M .
But ƒ is a D.m1; : : : ; mt / lattice for some t > 1 and mi > 2, so
ƒ D ƒ1     ƒt ;
where ƒi Š .mi / and .ƒ0i W 1  i  t / are the connected components of ƒ0.
Therefore„M D „1     „t , where„i D „M \ƒi , and with„i a sublattice
of ƒi containing W0. W / for each W 2 „i   ¹1º. Hence the lemma follows
from 1.3.
4.6. The following hold:
(1) For each V 2 O„M , V QV 2 O„M .
(2) The map ' W V 7! V QV is a map of posets from O„M into O„M such that
'.V /  V:
(3) If „M is disconnected or contains a connected component of ƒ0, then
J D '.J /:
(4) If „M contains a connected component C of ƒ0, then ' D 1 on C and
'.J / D J:
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Proof. By 4.4.2, QV J 2 W0. Next NM .V / permutes the groups QVE , E 2 L, so
NM .V / acts on QV . IfH  QV V , thenHD  QV V \D D QV .V \D/ D QV , con-
tradicting QV J 2 W0. Thus H — QV V , so (1) follows from 2.12.
Suppose U 2 W0 with U  V . Then UD  VD , so for E 2 L, QUE  QVE and
hence QU  QV . Thus (2) holds.
If„M is disconnected or contains a connected component ofƒ0, then there exist
U1; : : : ; Ur maximal in„0M such that U1^   ^Ur D J . By (2), '.Ui / D Ui and
then
'.J / D '.U1 ^    ^ Ur/ D '.U1/ ^    ^ '.Ur/ D U1 ^    ^ Ur D J;
establishing (3).
Assume the hypothesis of (4). Then C is a connected component of „M and
' W ! , where D C [ ¹0º by (2) and (3). Now (4) follows from (2) and the
dual of 1.1 in [6] applied to ' W ! .
5 The case G symmetric andH primitive
Hypothesis 5.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds andG is the alternating or symmetric group
on a set .
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 5.2. Hypothesis 5.1 holds and H is primitive on . Set S D Sym./
and A D Alt./.
We will appeal to the theory of primitive subgroups of S developed in [4] and
[5]. In particular from 2.2 and 2.3 in [4], there are five types of primitive groups:
affine, semisimple, diagonal, doubled, and complemented primitive groups. Fur-
ther there are various special classes of semisimple groups: almost simple groups,
product indecomposable groups, and octal groups; these classes are not mutually
exclusive.
5.3. The following hold:
(1) H is not almost simple.
(2) J 6D 1.
(3) For W 2 W0, HW is not almost simple.
Proof. By 2.6, (1) is equivalent to (2). SupposeH is almost simple, so that J D 1.
Let V 2 W 00. ThenM D VH is primitive on by 2.4 in [4], andH\V D J D 1,
so V is a normal complement toH inM . In particular,M is not almost simple, so
by Proposition 2 in [4], H Š L3.2/, jj D 8, and M is one of the two maximal
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parabolics ofG Š L4.2/ which containH . Thus we get jƒj D 4, contradictingƒ
a D.m1; : : : ; mt /-lattice. This completes the proof of (1) and (2). Then (2) and
2.14 imply (3).
5.4. jj is not prime.
Proof. If so by 2.2 in [4],H is almost simple or affine. The first case does not hold
by 5.3 and the second is out as H is not solvable.
The notion of an .m; k/-product structure on  is defined in Definition 1.5
in [4]. An .m; k/-product structure can be thought of as a decomposition of as a
set product of k sets of order m, with m  5 and k  2. The stabilizers of product
structures are maximal semisimple primitive subgroups of S . There is a partial
ordering of product structures defined in Section 5 of [5].
The notion of a pseudo-semisimple subgroup of S is defined in Definition 5.7
of [5]. A pseudo-semisimple group is a primitive groupK which preserves a prod-
uct structure and the set of K-invariant product structures has a largest member
F C.K/ (also defined in 5.7 of [5]).
5.5. The following hold:
(1) Either H is affine and imprimitive on F .H/, or H is pseudo-semisimple.
(2) Let V 2 W0. Then either H is affine, or HV is pseudo-semisimple.
Proof. We first prove (1). By Hypothesis 5.2, H is primitive on . From Defi-
nition 5.7 in [5], the primitive group H is pseudo-semisimple unless one of the
following holds:
(i) H is almost simple.
(ii) H is affine.
(iii) H is doubled with two components.
(iv) H is strongly diagonal.
By 5.3, (i) does not hold. In case (ii) we may assumeH is primitive on F .H/.
In this case, and in cases (iii) and (iv), we show
M.H/ D ¹NG.F .H//º; ()
which contradicts 3.6.2.
If H is affine and primitive on F .X/, then () follows from 5.4 and Propo-
sition 4 in [4]. Similarly () holds in cases (iii) and (iv) by Propositions 9 and 7
of [4], respectively. This completes the proof of (1).
Finally (2) follows from (1) and 5.8 in [5].
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5.6. For each V 2 W0:
(1) F .HV /  V .
(2) F .HV /J 2 W0.
Proof. We first prove (1). By 5.3.2, V 6D 1, so V contains a minimal normal
subgroup E of M WD HV . By 2.4.1 in [4], M is primitive on , so by 2.2 in [4],
either E D F .M/ or M is doubled and F .M/ D E  QE, with QE Š E, and we
may assume the latter, with V \ QE D 1. LetM  WDM=V . As V 2 W0, it follows
that F .M / D H0 Š L is a nonabelian simple group. But as QE Š QE is the
direct product of simple groups, and as QE E H DM , we have
QE E F .M / D H0 ;
so QE is simple. This is a contradiction as M is pseudo-semisimple by 5.5.2, so QE
has more than one component. This completes the proof of (1). Then (1) and 2.7.2
imply (2).
See 5.7 in [5] for the definition of the product structure F C.X/ of a pseudo-
semisimple subgroup X of S .
5.7. If V 2W0 andHV is pseudo-semisimple, thenF C.HV / is the greatest mem-
ber ofF .HV /.
Proof. This is 5.9.1 in [5].
Notation 5.8. If V 2 W0 and HV is pseudo-semisimple, set
M.V / WDM.F C.HV //;
where M.F / is the stabilizer in G of the product structure F . Set
X.V / WD F .M.V //;
and write K.V / for the kernel of the action of M.V / \ OG on the components of
M.V /. This makes sense by 5.7.
5.9. Assume V 2 W0 and HV is pseudo-semisimple but not affine. Set
D WD F .HV /:
Then:
(1) M.V / 2M.HV /.
(2) F .HV /  X.V /.
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(3) Assume HV is semisimple and product indecomposable. Then each compo-
nent D1 of HV is contained in a component X1 of X.V /. Moreover
D1 D F .HV \X1/ and CX1.D1/ D 1:
(4) Assume HV is semisimple and product indecomposable. Then NX.V /.D/=D
is solvable and NX.V /.D/J , X.V /J , and K.V /J are inW0.
Proof. Part (1) follows from the definition of M.V / in 5.8 and Proposition 5 in
[4] which says that M.V / 2M. Part (2) follows from 4.3 in [4]; for example in
case (2) of 4.3 in [4], the overgroup M is not the stabilizer M.V / of a product
structure.
Assume HV is semisimple and product indecomposable. The first remark in
(3) follows from Proposition 5 in [4]; the structure of HV \ X1 and the fact that
CX1.D1/ D 1 are consequences of the fact that F C.M.V // D F C.HV /.
Let X1; : : : ; Xr be the components of X WD X.V /. Set Fi WD F .HV \ Xi /.
We must show that NX .D/=D is solvable. But D is the direct product of the sub-
groups Fi and NX .D/ is the direct product of the subgroups NXi .Fi /, so it re-
mains to show that NX1.F1/=F1 is solvable. But (3) says that Fi D Di is simple,
so OutXi .Fi / is solvable by the Schreier property. Hence NX .D/=D is solvable,
and then XJ and NX .D/J are in W0 by 2.9. Then we have K.V /J 2 W0 by 2.8
as K.V /=X is solvable. This completes the proof of (4).
For H affine with F .H/ D D, recall the definition of D.H/ and F .D/ for
D 2 D.H/, from 2.6 and 1.6 in [4].
5.10. Assume H is affine, set D WD F .H/, and forD 2 D.H/ let
M.D/ WDM.F .D// and X.D/ WD F .M.D//:
SetW1 WD ¹V 2 W0 W V — NG.D/º. Then:
(1) M.H/ D ¹NG.D/;M.D/ W D 2 D.H/º.
(2) W1 6D ¿.
(3) For V 2 W1 , HV is semisimple, product indecomposable, and pseudo-semi-
simple, and
F .HV / D X.V /;
where X.V / WD X.E.V // for some E.V / 2 D.H/.
(4) X.V /J D V .
(5) NX.V /.D/  J .
(6) D D F .J /.
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Proof. Part (1) follows from 5.4 and Proposition 4 in [4], while part (2) follows
from 3.3.
Let V 2 W1 and set Q WD F .HV /. Then HV 2 OG.H/0, so by 5.4
and Proposition 4 in [4], D  Q and either Q D D or HV is semisimple and
F .HV / D F .D/
for someD 2 D.H/. As V — NG.D/, the latter holds. Set E.V / WD D .
By 5.6, NQ 2 W0 and NQ  V . As D 6D Q, Q — J , so V D NQ as V 2 W0 .
As H is affine, jj is a prime power, so HV is product indecomposable (cf.
Definition 5.10 in [4]). Hence (cf. Definition 5.7 in [5])HV is pseudo-semisimple
and F C.HV / D F .HV / D F .D/, so in the notation of 5.8,
M WDM.D/ DM.V / and X.D/ D X.V /:
Set X WD X.V / and K WD K.V /. As X D X.D/, it follows from 1.6 in [4] that
X D X1  Xr is the direct product of its components andD D D1  Dr ,
whereDi D D\Xi . By 5.9.4, NX and NK are inW0, and by 5.9.2,Q  X , so V DNQ  NX . As F .HV / D D and HV is semisimple and product indecomposable,
5.9.3 says that Q D Q1     Qr , where Qi D Xi \Q is a component of Q.
Suppose X 6D Q. Then V < NX  NK, so applying 3.7 to X;KH in the roles of
Y;X it follows that KH D XNKH .Q/. Also D1  Q1 < X1, so by 3.2.2 in [4],
jD1j D p is prime. As KH D XNKH .Q/, we get K D X1NK.Q1/. But now as
AutK.X1/ Š Sp, 5.7 in [14] contradictsQ1 < X1. ThereforeX D Q, completing
the proof of (3). Further V D NQ D NX , establishing (4).
Next for Y 2 INX .D/.H/, NY 2 W0 by 2.7.1. Then as V D NX 2 W0 , part (5)
follows.
By 5.6,D  J . AsD D F .H/ andD  J EH , it follows thatD D F .J /,
establishing (6).
5.11. Assume H is affine. Then:
(1) There exists a unique V 2 W1 .
(2) Choose E.V / as in 5.10.3. Then E.V / is the unique member ofD.H/.
Proof. Let D WD F .H/ and M WD NG.D/. By 5.10.2 there exists a V 2 W1 .
Let E WD E.V /, X WD X.V /, K WD K.V /, and P WD NX .D/. By 5.10.5, P  J .
But from 4.1 in [4], NK.D/ is the kernel of the action of NM .E/ on E . Thus as
NK.D/=P is a 2-group of exponent 2, it follows from 4.7 in [5] that either E is
the unique maximal P -invariant member of D.H/, and hence (2) holds, or D
consists of k members of order 5, and choosing E 0 2 D.H/ with E 0 — E , E 0 also
has k members of order 5 and B WD E ^ E 0 D ¹B1; : : : ; Bk=2º has k=2 members
of order 25.
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Assume the latter case and let X 0 WD X.E 0/. Then P 0 WD NX 0.D/ is solvable,
so by 2.8, V 0 WD NX 0 2 W0. Further arguing as in the proof of 5.10.5, P 0  J , so as
P 0 is a maximal H -invariant subgroup of X 0, we conclude V 0 2 W0 .
Suppose that k D 2. Then
NF .G/.D/ Š .Z4  SL2.5//=E25
and H  NG.D/ acts on J and X with NX .D/ Š D10 D10 contained in J , so
NG.J /=J is solvable, a contradiction.
Hence k > 2, so that B 2 D.H/. Moreover there is a third member E 00 of
D.H/ with B D E ^ E 00 D E 0 ^ E 00, and by symmetry V 00 D NX 00 2 W0, where
X 00 WD X.E 00/. Let Y WD X.B/ and Y1 a component of Y . From 5.12 in [5], we
have U  Y for U 2 ¹X;X 0; X 00º, and NY1.U / is the stabilizer in Y1 of a regular
product structure on !Y1. In particular Y1 contains components Uj Š A5 of U ,
j 2 ¹1; 2º, and Y1 Š A25 with NY1.U /=U1U2 solvable. Applying 2.8 to X \ Y ,
NY .X/, Y in the roles of X1; X2; X3, we conclude that NY 2 W0. Then by 2.7,
NY .U /J 2 W0 for U 2 ¹X 0; X 00º. As NY1.U / is the stabilizer of a regular prod-
uct structure, it is maximal in Y1, so Y D hX;NY .U /i. As V D NX 2 W0 and
NY .X
0/ 6D NY .X 00/, this contradicts 3.4 and 3.7. Therefore (2) holds.
If V 0 2 W1 , then by (2) applied to V 0, E.V 0/ D E , so by 5.10.4, V 0 D NX D V ,
establishing (1).
5.12.H is not affine.
Proof. Assume H is affine and set D WD F .H/, M WD NG.D/, M  WDM=D.
By 5.11.1 there is a unique V 2 W1 . Let E WD E.V /. As ƒ is disconnected, there
existsW 2W0 with C.W / 6D C.V /. ThenW …W1 , soW M . Set P WDHW .
Let Q WD J \X.V / and Q0 the kernel of the action of NM .E/ on E . By 4.1 in
[4], Q0 D NK.V /.D/. By 5.10.5, Q  NX.V /.D/, soQ0=Q is a 2-group of expo-
nent 2.
Suppose that P is primitive on D. As H  P  with H not solvable, and as
Q0=Q is a 2-group of exponent 2, 4.8 and 4.9 in [5] say that F .P / D P 0 Z
where P 0 is quasisimple and Z induces scalars on D. Thus as
1 6D Q  W  E P ;
P 0  W , so P =W  is solvable, contradicting F .H=W / Š L.
Therefore there exists a D D ¹D1; : : : ;Dmº 2 D.P /. Suppose D D E . Then
P M.V / and as C.V / 6D C.W /, 3.8 and 3.9.3.d in [6] say that V D .W / acts
on J , contrary to V 2 W1 and 5.10.6. Thus D 6D E , so by 5.11.2, D < E . Let
R be the kernel of the action of NM .D/ on D , RP WD R \ P , and Y WD X.D/.
From 4.1 in [4], H \ Y  P \ Y  NY .D/  R.
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As W 2 W0 , it follows that H is maximal in P , soD is maximal in E . There-
fore asQ0=Q is a 2-group of exponent 2, 4.10 in [5] says that eitherH \R is solv-
able or F .RP / D R0Z whereZ induces scalars on eachDi ,R0 D R1   Rm
with H transitive on the Ri , and for 1  i  m, Ri is quasisimple and Ri is con-
tained in the i th component of Y . As H \ Y  H \ R, in the first case NY 2 W0
by 2.8. Similarly in the second case, as 1 6DQ  R0 , we getR0 D hQP i W , so
R=.R\W / is solvable. Applying 2.8 to Y\W , Y\P , Y in the role ofX1; X2; X3,
we again conclude that NY 2 W0. As D < E , F .D/ < F .E/, so X.V / < Y by
5.12.1 in [5]. But now C.V / D C. NY /, and arguing as in the previous paragraph,
C. NY / D C.W /, contrary to the choice of W .
5.13. If H is semisimple, then H is not octal.
Proof. See 4.2 in [4] for the definition of an octal semisimple group. AssumeH is
octal, and set X WD X.J /, M WDM.J /, and K WD K.J /. By 5.9.4, NX and NK are
inW0. LetD1 be a component ofH . AsH is octal, from 4.2 in [4], it follows that
D1 Š AutH .D1/ Š L3.2/ and 1 WD !D1 is of order 8. By 5.9.3, D1 is con-
tained in a component X1 of X . As j1j D 8, X1 Š A8 Š L4.2/. Now (cf. Pro-
position 2 in [4])X \ J D F .H/ D D and VX .H/ D ¹D;Y1; Y2; Xº, where Yi
is affine with Yi;1 D Yi \X1 Š L3.2/=E8 a maximal parabolic ofX1. By 2.7, we
have NYi 2 W0. As Y1 \ Y2 D D D X \ J , it follows from 3.4 that NYi 2 W0 andNX D NY1 _ NY2. But X < K, and as AutH .D1/ D D1, NK.D/ D D. As K=X is
solvable, NK 2 W0 by 2.8. As NK.D/ D D D X \ J , 3.7.4 supplies a contradic-
tion.
5.14. We haveM.H/ D ¹M.F / W F 2 F .H/º, and F C.H/ is the greatest mem-
ber ofF .H/.
Proof. By 5.12,H is not affine, so by 5.5.2,H is pseudo-semisimple. By 5.13,H
is not octal semisimple. Thus the lemma follows from 5.17 in [5] and 5.7.
5.15. The following hold:
(1) H is not doubled, complemented, or diagonal.
(2) If H is semisimple, then H is product indecomposable.
Proof. See 2.3 in [4] for the definition of doubled, complemented, and diagonal
primitive groups. See 5.10 in [4] for the definition of product decomposable prim-
itive groups. Assume H is a counterexample to (1) or (2), and set D WD F .H/,
X WD X.J /, M WD M.J /, and F WD F C.H/. By 3.3 there exists V 2 W0 with
V —M . By 5.12 and 5.5.2,HV is pseudo-semisimple, soF C.HV / exists by 5.7.
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Then by 5.14, F C.HV / < F , so by 5.14 in [5] we get X  X.HV / DW Y . As
V —M D NG.X/, X 6D Y , and hence F 6D F C.HV /.
Claim HV is semisimple. If H is semisimple, then this is a consequence of
Proposition 5 in [4], and the fact thatH is not octal by 5.13. So we may assumeH
is doubled, complemented, or diagonal. If D D F .HV /, or H is complemented
and F .HV / D DCG.D/, then from Definition 5.7 in [5] and Notation 2.6 in [4],
F D F C.H/ D F .H/ D F .HV / D F C.HV /, contrary to the remark at the
end of paragraph one of the proof. Thus by Propositions 7, 9, and 11 in [4],HV is
semisimple. This completes the proof of the claim.
We next claim that F .HV / D Y . Assume otherwise. By 5.8.3 in [4], the
parameter b of Notation 5.2 in [4] is 1 or 2. Suppose b D 2. Then by 5.9.3 and by
Definition 5.10 and 5.8.4 in [4], H is product decomposable, while by 5.11 in [4],
F C.HV /D F , contrary to an earlier remark. Thus b D 1. AsH <HV , we con-
clude from 5.5.5 in [4] thatH is semisimple and the parameter s of Notation 5.2 in
[4] is equal to 1. As b D 1, a componentD1 ofD is contained in a component L1
of HV , and then as s D 1, D1 is transitive on 1 WD !L1. As H is semisimple
and a counterexample to (1) or (2), H is product decomposable. Now by the
Main Theorem of [12], either NSym.1/.D1/ is the unique maximal overgroup in
Sym.1/ of D1, so that L1 D D1, or D1 Š Sp4.q/ and L1 Š Sp4e.q1=e/ for
some e. In the first case D D F .HV / so HV is also product decomposable and
F C.HV / D F , a contradiction. The second case is impossible as some element
of H induces an automorphism on D1 nontrivial on the Dynkin diagram of D1,
and such automorphisms do not lift to L1. This completes the proof of the second
claim.
By the second claim and 5.6.2, NY 2 W0. Then NX 2 W0 by 2.7. Now asX < Y ,
Y does not act onX . AsM is the stabilizer of a product structure,M is semisimple
and product indecomposable. Then as H is not, D < X , so X does not act on D.
Then as J does act onD and X , it follows that J D ND 6D NX 6D NY . Then V 2 W0
and J < NX < NY D V , so we have a contradiction.
5.16.H is semisimple, product indecomposable, and not octal.
Proof. By 5.12,H is not affine, so by 5.15.1,H is semisimple. Then by 5.13,H is
not octal, and by 5.15.2, H is product indecomposable, completing the proof.
Notation 5.17. Adopt Notation 5.8, and let F WD F C.H/ and X WD X.J /. Let
„ WD F .H/   ¹F º and „ the maximal members of „. Set
W1 WD ¹V 2 W0 W F C.HV / 2 „º:
Let I WD ¹1; : : : ; rº and X WD ¹Xi W i 2 I º be the set of components of X . Set
m WD j!X1j for ! 2 . Thus F is a regular .m; r/-product structure on .
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Represent NS .F / on I so that the map ' W i 7! Xi is an equivalence of that
representation with the representation of NS .F / on X via conjugation. For given
Y  NS .F /, write Y I for the image of Y in Sym.I / under this representation.
5.18. The following hold:
(1) X D F .H/ D F .J /.
(2) K.J /  J .
(3) For V 2W0,HV is semisimple, product indecomposable, and not octal; more-
over X  X.V /, and K.J /  K.V /.
(4) .M.J / \ A/I D Sym.I /.
Proof. Let V 2W0. By 5.16 and Proposition 5 in [4],HV is semisimple and prod-
uct indecomposable but not octal. This allows us to verify the hypothesis of 2.10
with M.V / and K.V / defined in 5.8. Then we appeal to that lemma.
Hypothesis (a) of 2.10 follows from 5.6.1. As F .M.V // is perfect, we have
F .M.V //  F .G/. By 5.9.1,M.V / 2M.HV /, while by 5.9.2, F .H.V // 
X.V /. Then by 5.9.4, the remaining condition in hypothesis (b) of 2.10 is satisfied.
As H is semisimple, F .H/ is the unique member of the set X of 2.10.2. As
M.J / DM.F C.H//, we getNG.F .H// M.J /. By 5.14, and by 5.14 in [5],
X  X.V /, so hypothesis (c) of 2.10 is satisfied, and the second statement in (3)
holds. Hence as ƒ is disconnected, X  J by 2.10.2. Then as J E H M.J /
and X D E.X/ D F .M.J //, (1) holds.
By construction, X.V /  K.V / E M.V / with K.V /  OG, and K.V /=X.V /
is a 2-group. As F  F .HV /, K.J /  K.V /, completing the proof of (3). Now
(2) follows from 2.10.3.
By (2), H \K.J /  J , so as H=J is not solvable, r > 2. Thus (4) follows
from 5.10.3 in [5].
5.19. Let V 2 W0. Then:
(1) HV is semisimple, product indecomposable, and not octal.
(2) X  X.V / D F .HV /.
(3) If V 2 W0 , then either
(i) X.V / D X and H is maximal in HV , or
(ii) V D X.V /J , V 2 W1 , and NX.V /.X/  J .
(4) K.V /J 2 W0.
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Proof. By 5.18.1, X D F .H/. For P  G letm.P / WD j!P j. A componentX1
of X is isomorphic to the alternating group of degree m WD m.X1/.
We first prove (1) and (2). By 5.10.3, HV is semisimple and product indecom-
posable, but not octal, and by Proposition 5 in [4], X1 is contained in a component
Y1 of Y WD F .HV /. By 5.9.3, Y1 is contained in a component D1 of X.V / and
Y1 D F .HV /\D1, som.Y1/ D m.D1/. Let s be the number of components of
H contained in Y1; this is the parameter defined in Notation 5.2 of [4]. By 5.5.5
in [4], either Y1 Š Am.Y1/, or s D 1. In the former case asm.Y1/ D m.D1/, Y1 is
a component ofX.V / and statement (1) holds, so assume s D 1. Thenm.Y1/ D m,
and X1  Y1  D1, with D1 Š Am.Y1/, so as X1 Š Am, X1 D Y1 D D1. This
completes the proof of (1) and (2).
We next prove (3), so assume V 2 W0 .
By 2.12.1 in [6], H is maximal in HV . Thus (3i) holds if X D X.V /, so we
may assume X.V / 6D X . By (2) and 5.6, X.V /  V and V 0 WD X.V / 2 W0, so
that V 0  V . Further if F C.HV /  D < F , then by 5.14 in [5],X.D/  X.V /,
so V 00 WD X.D/ 2 W0 by 2.7. Thus as V 2 W0 , V 0 D V D V 00, so V D X.V /
and F C.HV / 2 „. Hence V 2 W1 . Further by 2.7, NX.V /.X/J 2 W0, so as
V 2 W0 , NX.V /.X/  J . This shows that if V 2 W0 and (3i) fails, then (3ii)
holds, completing the proof of (3).
As X.V / 2 W0 and K.V /=X.V / is solvable, (4) follows from 2.8.
5.20.W1 6D ¿.
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then by 5.19.3,W0 M.J /, contrary to 3.3.
5.21. Let V 2W1 . LetX.V / be the set of components ofX.V /, and for Y 2X.V /
set .Y / D ¹i 2 I W Xi  Y º and k D k.V / WD j.Y /j. Set P.V / WD NK.V /.X/.
Then:
(1) † D †.V / WD ¹.Y / W Y 2 X.V /º is anH -invariant partition of I such that
NM.J/.†/ DM.J / \M.V /.
(2) P.V /I is the kernel K.†/ of the action of NSym.I /.†/ on †.
(3) EitherNX.V /.X/I DK.†/ or k D 2,m 2 mod 4,NX.V /.X/DK.J /, and
the involution  D .V / 2 Sym.I / with cycles .i; j / for ¹i; j º 2 † is in J I .
(4) Let U 2 W0 and set Q WD NHU .X/I . Assume either
(a) P.V /  U , or
(b) NX.V /.X/I D K.†/.
Then Q is imprimitive on I , and for each nontrivial Q-invariant partition 
of I ,   †.
(5) W1 D ¹V º.
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Proof. Set T WD NS .X.V // \NS .X/. Visibly † is a T -invariant partition of I .
By 5.14, F C.HV /  F , so by 5.12.2 in [5], T is the stabilizer in NS .X/ of a
nontrivial partition†0 of I . By 1.8 in [4],NS .F /I D Sym.I /, so†0 is the unique
nontrivial T -invariant partition of I , and hence † D †0 and
NM.J/.†/ DM.J / \M.V /;
establishing (1).
Next P.V / acts on each block of † so P.V /I  K.†/. On the other hand
by (1),
NM.J/.†/ DM.J / \M.V /;
so M.J /† is the kernel of the action of M.J / \M.V / on †. Then (2) follows
from 5.18.4.
By 5.12.4 in [5], T is the subgroup ofNS .X.V // permuting the set C of product
structures defined in that lemma. Hence for Y 2 X.V /, NY .X/ is the stabilizer of
the .m; k/-product structure on the mk-set permuted by Y . Then all but the last
remark in part (3) follow from 5.10.3 in [5], which says the Y ˛ D Sym.Y /, where
˛ WD ¹Xi W Xi  Y º, unless the exceptional case in (3) holds. Further in that event,
there is t 2 K.V / with tI D  the involution in (3). Set B WD htiX.V /. Then B
isH -invariant, so by 5.19.4 and 2.7, NB 2 W0. Further if B 6D .B \ J /X.V /, then
by 3.7, j NB W X.V /j D 2, contrary to 3.5.2. Thus we may take t 2 J , completing
the proof of (3).
Assume the hypothesis and setup of (4). As V 2 W1 ,NX.V /.X/  J by 5.19.3.
In case (4b),K.†/ D NX.V /.X/I  J I  U I , while in case (4a), P.V /  U by
hypothesis, and by (2), K.†/ D P.V /I . Therefore in either case,
K.†/  U I  Q:
Thus if Q is primitive on I , then by 3.2.1 in [8], Q is the symmetric group on I
andQ D U I . This is impossible as the kernelK.J / of the action ofM.J / on I is
contained in J by 5.18.2, andH NHU .X/withH\U D J andF .H=J /ŠL.
Therefore Q is imprimitive on I .
Pick  as in (4). AsK.†/  QI , 3.2.2 in [8] shows that   †, completing the
proof of (4).
Suppose V 0 2 W1   ¹V º. Then by (3) and (4) applied to V 0; †0 D †.V 0/ in
the role of U; , either k D 2 or †0  †. Assume k > 2. If k.V 0/ D 2 then
†0 is a maximal partition of I , so †0 D †. On the other hand if k.V 0/ > 2, then
by symmetry between V and V 0, †  †0, so again † D †0. Thus in any event,
F C.HV / D F C.HV 0/ by (1) and 5.12.2 in [5], and then V D X.F C.HV // D
X.F C.HV 0// D V 0, a contradiction.
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So we may assume k D 2, and then by symmetry also k.V 0/ D 2. Now we have
Œ; .V 0/ D 1 and H I centralizes EI D h; .V 0/i, so H preserves the partition
ˆ of I consisting of the orbits of EI on I . Moreover the kernel K.ˆ/ of the ac-
tion ofM.J /I D Sym.I / onˆ is a direct productK.ˆ/ D K1     Ks , where
Ki Š S4,Ki D hKi \P.V /I; Ki \P.V 0/I i,Ki \P.V /I ŠKi \P.V 0/I Š E4.
Let R be the preimage of K.ˆ/ in M.J /. Then R=K.J / is solvable, so NR 2 W0
by 2.8. Also NP .V / and NP .V 0/ 2 W0. FinallyNH .K1/ acts on the third 4-subgroupNP I1 ofK1 generated by transpositions, and hence on its preimage P1 inM.J /, and
on P D hPH1 i. Thus NP 2 W0 by 2.7. Next
P.V /I \ P.V 0/I D O2.K.ˆ// D NK.ˆ/.†/ \NK.ˆ/.†0/;
so J \R is contained in the preimage R0 of O2.K.ˆ// in R. As
P.V / \ P.V 0/ D P.V / \ P D P.V 0/ \ P D R0;
this is contrary to 3.7. Thus (5) holds.
5.22. Let V 2 W1 and set P.V / WD NK.V /.X/. Assume P.V /  U 2 W0 with
U M.J /, and set Q WD .HU /I . Then there existsD 2 F .HU / such that
D  F C.HV / and X.V /  X.D/
Proof. By hypothesis,
P.V /  U M.J /;
so we can form U I , and P.V /I  U I . Define † D †.V / as in 5.21. By 5.21.4,
there is a nontrivial Q-invariant partition  of I and   †. As  is HU -invari-
ant, it determines D WD F .H; / 2 F .HU / by 2.6 in [4]. As   †, it follows
thatD  F C.HV /, and hence X.V /  X.D/ by 5.14 in [5]. This completes the
proof of the lemma.
Theorem 5.23. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. Then H is not primitive on .
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then Hypothesis 5.2 is satisfied, so we can appeal to
the results in this section. In particular, appealing to 5.20 and 5.21.5, there is a
unique V 2 W1 . Let C D C.V / be the connected component of ƒ containing V
and adopt the notation of 3.4. Set ˛ WD C   ¹V º and U WD L˛.
As W1 D ¹V º, each W 2 W0   ¹V º satisfies 5.19.3.i. In particular, we have
X.W / D X , so by 5.19.2, X D F .HW /, so W M.J /. Thus U M.J /.
On the other hand as V 2 W1 , it follows that V satisfies 5.19.3.ii, so V D X.V /
and NX.V /.X/  J . As in 5.22, set P.V / WD NK.V /.X/. Then
P.V / \X.V / D NX.V /.X/  J;
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so P.V /  U by 3.4. Thus the hypotheses of 5.22 are satisfied, so we may choose
D and D WD X.D/ as in that lemma. Thus D 2 F .HU / so U M.D/, while
X.V /  D by 5.22 so V D X.V / M.D/. Therefore C acts on D, contrary
to 3.8. This completes the proof of the theorem.
6 The transitive but imprimitive case
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 6.1. Hypothesis 5.1 holds with H transitive but not primitive on .
Set
P1 D P1.H/ WD ¹ 2 P 0.H/ W H  Gº;
P2 D P2.H/ WD P 0.H/  P1.H/:
For  2 P WD P ./, setM./ WD NG./ andD./ WD KC./, except when 
has blocks of size 2, where we set D./ WD OG .
6.2. The following hold:
(1) P .H/ is a sublattice of P .
(2) Pick ! 2 , and for U 2 OH .H!/, set .U / WD !U . Then the map
U 7! .U /H
is an isomorphism of the dual of the poset OH .H!/ with the poset P .H/.
Proof. If H acts on  and † in P ./, then it acts on  _ † and  ^ †, so (1)
holds. See 5.18 in [1] for (2).
6.3. Suppose  2 P 0.H/. Then:
(1)  2 P2 if and only if H — D./ if and only if H — ND./.
(2) If  has blocks of size k  4, then  2 P2.H/.
Proof. If  2 P2, thenH — K D G , so asD WD D./  K,H — D. On the
other hand, ifH —D, thenH —K asK=D is solvable andH DH1 . Now (1)
follows from 2.12.
Under the hypothesis of (2), K is solvable, so H — K. Thus (2) holds.
6.4. Suppose  2 P2.H/. Then:
(1) OGJ and ND./ are inW0.
(2) If   † 2 P 0.H/, then † 2 P2.H/, OG†  OG , and if j†j 6D n=2, then we
have D.†/  D./.
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(3) Let Y 2 OG.D./H/   ¹Gº. Then Y is imprimitive on,P 0.Y / has a great-
est member Y , Y   , D.Y /  Y , and D./  OGY .
(4) IfD./  Y D WH for someW 2 W0, then we haveD./  W  D.Y /,
so Y 2 P2.H/.
Proof. Part (1) follows from 2.12. Assume   †. Then by 3.4.2 in [8], S†  S ,
so (2) follows.
Let k be the size of a block in  . We next prove (3). If k > 2, then (3) follows
from 3.2 in [8]. Thus we may take k D 2. As H is not solvable, neither is M./,
so n > 8. Hence by 4.5 in [8], Y is imprimitive on . By 4.4.3 in [8], †   for
each † 2 P 0.Y /, so D./  OG†. Thus as P .Y / is a sublattice of P , P 0.Y / has
a greatest member Y . Let  2 † WD Y . By maximality of †, Y  is primitive.
Further D./ D Sym./ , so by 3.2 in [8], Y  D Sym./. Then
Alt./ D X ; where X WD hD./NY ./  i  Y  ,
so D.†/  Y . Hence (3) also holds when k D 2.
Finally assume the hypothesis of (4), and let † 2 ¹; Y º, r the size of a block
of †, and E WD D.†/. If † D  , then E  Y by hypothesis, while if † D Y ,
then E  Y by part (3). If r  4, then † 2 P2.H/ by 6.3.2, and E is solvable so
WE 2 W0 by 2.13. Hence H — WE by 2.12, so as HW=W D F .Y=W /, it
follows that E  W , and (4) holds in this case.
Thus we may take r > 4. Then E is a minimal normal subgroup of EH D Y ,
so either E  W or E \W D 1. As F .Y=W / D HW=W is simple, but E is
not, the latter is impossible, so E  W . Thus H — E, so † 2 P2.H/ by 6.3.1,
completing the proof of (4).
6.5. Suppose P1.H/ 6D ¿. Then:
(1) P1.H/ has a greatest member 1.H/.
(2) 1.H/ is the set of orbits of H on .
(3) If † 2 P 0.H/ with †  1.H/, then † 2 P1.H/.
(4) LetW 2W0, Y WDWH , and suppose† 2 P1.H/\P .Y / such thatW† 6D 1.
Let  2 †. Then Y  is not almost simple.
Proof. Let O be the set of orbits of H and  2 P1.H/. As H is transitive on 
andH E H , it follows that O 2 P .H/. AlsoH  OG , so   O, and in parti-
cular O 2 P 0.H/. By construction, H  GO , so O 2 P1. Thus (1) and (2) hold.
Assume the hypothesis of (3). Then †  O, so each orbit ofH is contained in
a block of †, and hence H  G†, so (3) follows.
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Assume the hypothesis of (4) with † D ¹1; : : : ; mº and  D 1. Then
D WD D.†/ D D1     Dm;
whereDi D A i . Let i W D ! Di be the i th projection. Assume Y  is almost
simple and set X WD Y1† . As † 2 P1.H/, H  X and Xi D Xi D F .Y i /
is a nonabelian simple group for 1  i  m. Thus by 1.4 in [7], there is   †
such that
X D
Y
2
X ;
whereX is a full diagonal subgroup ofD DQi2 Xi . Hence ¹X W  2 º is
the set of components of X , and as H is transitive on  , X is a minimal normal
subgroup of HX . But W† 6D 1, so 1 6D W † E Y  , and hence
X D F .Y  /  W † ;
so that W1† 6D 1. Then W1† is a nontrivial normal subgroup of HX contained
inX , soX  W by minimality ofX . But nowH  X  W , a contradiction.
6.6. Set PJ .H/ WD ¹ 2 P 0.H/ W D./  J º. Assume PJ .H/ 6D ¿. Then:
(1) PJ .H/ has a unique member J .H/.
(2) J .H/ is the greatest member of P 0.H/.
(3) EachM 2 OG.H/0 is transitive and imprimitive on, P 0.M/ has a greatest
member M , M  J , and D.J /  OGM .
(4) J .H/ 2 P2.H/.
Proof. Let M 2 OG.H/0, 0 2 PJ .H/, and D0 WD D.0/. As H — J , we get
H — D.0/, so 0 2 P2.H/ by 6.3.1. By definition, D0  J  H M , so by
6.4.3, (3) holds with J replaced by 0. Then specializing to the case  2 P 0.H/
andM DNG./, we conclude 0 is the greatest member ofP 0.H/. As this holds
for each 0 2 PJ , part (1) follows with 0 D J , and then (2)–(4) follow from
earlier remarks which showed these statements hold for 0.
Notation 6.7. Suppose PJ .H/ 6D ¿. In that event set
J WD J .H/; MJ WDM.J /; and M J WDMJ =GJ :
For † 2 P 0.H/, we define † to be the partition of J with blocks  D .J /
for  2 †. By 6.6.2,†  J , so this makes sense. DefineP 0.H/ to be the set of
nontrivial H-invariant partitions of J . In the other direction, for „ 2 P 0.H/,
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define '.„/ 2 P 0.H/ to be the partition with blocks
./ D
[
˛2
˛ for  2 „:
For W 2 W0, define W WD WH using 6.6.3, and set
MW WDM.W / and DW WD D.W /:
6.8. Assume PJ .H/ 6D ¿, and let P.H/ denote the set of maximal members of
P2.H/   ¹J º. Then:
(1) The map ' W P 0.H/! P 0.H/   ¹J º is an isomorphism of posets with in-
verse † 7! †.
(2) For W 2 W0, W  J , DW  W , and W 2 P2.H/.
(3) P.H/ has a unique member  D .H/.
(4)  is the greatest member of P 0.H/.
(5) U WD ND./ 2 W0 and NU .J / D J .
(6) For  2 , define J WD J \ A  . Then J D NA  ./.
(7) J J  D Sym.J /J  .
(8) Each member of OMJ .H
/0 is imprimitive on J .
(9)  is the unique † 2 P 0.H/ such that ND.†/ 2 W0 .
Proof. Part (1) follows from 6.6.2. By 6.6.4, J 2 P2.H/. FurtherDJ  J H ,
so for W 2 W0, DJH  WH . Thus (2) follows from parts (3) and (4) of 6.4 ap-
plied to J in the role of “”.
Let W1 WD ¹W 2 W0 W W 6D J º. By 3.3, W1 6D ¿. Pick U 2 W1. By (2),
DU  U , U 2 P2.H/, and U  J , so as U 6D J , U < J . If DU  J ,
then U D J by 6.6.1, which we just saw is not the case. Therefore DU — J .
Also we have P.H/ 6D ¿, so taking U WD ND./ for  2 P.H/, we may as-
sume U D  2 P.H/, and we have shown U — J .
Suppose V 2 W0 and V < U . Then by definition in 6.7, V is the unique max-
imal member of P 0.HV /, so as HV  HU , we conclude that   V . Hence
as  2 P.H/, we get V D  or J by maximality of  . In the former case,
D./DDV  V by (2), so U D ND./ V , contradicting V < U . Thus we have
V NU .J /, soNU .J / is the unique maximal member of ¹W 2W0 W W < U º,
contrary to 3.4.
Thus no such V exists, so U 2 W0 . SetE WD NU .J /. NowE isH -invariant,
so NE 2W0 by 2.7. Then asU 2W0 , NE D U or J . As J 6D  , NE 6D U , soE  J .
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However D./ D DU  U and ND./.J / is a maximal H -invariant subgroup
ofD./ by 3.7.2 in [8], using the fact thatD.J /  H when the blocks of J are
of size 2, and those of  are of size 8. Therefore as U D ND./ 2 W0 , it follows
that D./ \ J D ND./.J / and J D NU .J /. This establishes (5), once we
prove (3). Further as J D NU .J / and D./  U , (6) follows.
Next let ˛; ˇ 2 J with ˛; ˇ   2  , and set m WD j˛j. We next prove (7).
By (6), it suffices to show there is a transposition t 2M J with cycle .˛; ˇ/ on J ,
such that t D s for some s 2 A .˛[ˇ/. If m is even, we can choose s so that
s is of cycle type 2m. Thus we may assume m is odd. Now m   1 D 2ak with
k odd and a > 0. For ı 2 ¹˛; ˇº, let tı 2 Sym.J / have one fixed point and k
cycles of length 2a, with Mov.tı/  ı. Let t 2 Sym.J / interchange ˛ and ˇ with
t2 D t˛tˇ and Mov.t/ D ˛ [ ˇ. Then t has one cycle of length 2 and k cycles of
length 2aC1, so t is even and hence t 2M J . Thus (7) holds.
Now (7) and 3.2.1 in [8] applied to M J acting on J imply (8), and, together
with 3.2.2 in [8], say that  is the greatest member of P 0.H/. As  can be
chosen to be any member of P.H/, (3) and (4) follow from this fact and (1).
Let S consist of those † 2 P 0.H/ such that ND.†/ 2 W0 . By (5),  2 S .
Conversely suppose † 2 S and set V WD ND.†/. Then † 2 P2.H/ and †  
by (1) and (4). As  < J , jj < n=2, so D./  D.†/ by 6.4.2. But now
U D ND./  ND.†/ D V , so as V 2 W0 , U D V , and hence † D . Thus (9)
is established.
6.9. PJ .H/ D ¿.
Proof. Assume otherwise and adopt Notation 6.7 together with the notation in 6.8.
Set U WD ND./. Thus U 2 W0 by 6.8.5. Let C be the connected component of
ƒ containing U and Y WD OGJ . As ƒ is disconnected there exists V 2 W0 with
V … C . By 6.8.9, V 6D NDV , while NDV 2 W0 is contained in V by 6.8.2. Thus we
have DV  J , so by 6.6.1, V D J , so HV  NG.J / DMJ . Next by 6.8.7,
.M J /  J   V ;
so by 6.8.7 and 3.2 in [8], either Alt.J /  V  orP 0.HV / has a greatest mem-
ber †, †   , and .M J /†  V . As Y  J and H — V , the latter holds.
NextH\.M J /†  H\V  D .H\V / D J  as Y  J . Thus the kernel
of the action ofH on† is contained in J , so from 6.8.1, the kernel of the action
of H on † WD '.†/ is also contained in J , and hence † 2 P2 by 6.3.1, so we
obtainE WD ND.†/ 2 W0 by 6.4.1. By 6.8.4,†  . As we saw during the proof
of 6.8.9, jj > n=2, so by 6.4.2, D./  D.†/, and hence U D ND./  E.
Moreover D.†/ \MJ DW EJ is H -invariant, so NEJ 2 W0. Also
EJ  .M J /†  V ;
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so NEJ  V . If † 6D , then EJ does not act on .M J / E J , so EJ — J . But
then U;E; NEJ ; V is a path in ƒ0, contradicting V … C . Hence † D , so V acts
on D./. Then by 3.9.3 in [6], UV D HV  MJ , which is impossible as DU
does not act on DJ . This completes the proof of the lemma.
7 P2.H / 6D ¿
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 7.1. Hypothesis 6.1 holds and P2.H/ 6D ¿.
Notation 7.2. For † 2 P2.H/, write † D ¹1; : : : ; mº, where m D j†j, and set
k.†/ D ji j, the size of the blocks in†. If k.†/ 6D 2, by definition ofD D D.†/,
D D D1     Dm, where Di D A i acts faithfully as the alternating group
Ak.†/ on i .
7.3. Let † 2 P2.H/. Then:
(1) ND.†/ 2 W 00.
(2) j†j  5.
Proof. By 6.4.1, U WD ND.†/ 2 W0. By 6.9, we have† … PJ .H/, soD.†/ — J ,
and hence U 2 W 00. That is (1) holds.
As † 2 P2.H/, H — G†, so H† 6D 1. Then as H D H1 , (2) holds.
7.4. Suppose † 2 P2.H/ with k.†/ 6D 2. Let D WD D.†/ and K WD OG†. Then:
(1) NK 2 W 00.
(2) K D DX , where NX 2 W0 with ND \ NX D J and NX \K D X .
(3) W0. ND/ D ¹ NB W B 2 VD.H/º andW0. NK/ D ¹ NB W B 2 VK.H/º.
(4) Each member of VD.H/ is XH -invariant.
(5) In the notation of 2.5,„KH Š VK.H/Š.r/,„DH Š VD.H/Š.s/, and
„XH Š VX .H/Š.r   s/ for some 1  s  r .
Proof. By 6.4.1, NK 2 W0, so (1) follows from 7.3.1.
We next prove (2), by applying 3.7 to D, KH in the roles of Y , X , and with C
the connected component of ND. Then, in the notation of 3.7, we have NK D LD
and ND D LA. Set V WD LB and X WD V \K. Then by construction,
V \ ND D LB \ LA D LB\A D L¿ D J;
and as D E NK,
NK D LD D hLA;LBi D DV;
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so K D K \DV D D.K \ V / D DX . Finally NK D KJ D DXJ D D NX so
V D V \ NK D V \D NX D .V \D/ NX D J NX D NX;
completing the proof of (2).
Moreover as NK 2 W 00, (3) follows from 3.7.3. Then 3.7.4 and (3) imply (4).
Next 2.5 says
„KH Š W0. NK/ Š .r/
for some r  1, and indeedD D W0 \ NK, so r D jD j. Similarly
„KH Š W0. ND/ Š .s/
with A D W0 \ ND and s D jAj, so „XK Š .t/ with t D jBj D r   s, estab-
lishing (5).
7.5. Assume † 2 P2.H/ with k.†/  5. Define K WD OG† and X as in 7.4. Then
for each V 2 V D W0. ND/ and each 1  i  m WD j†j,
(1) V \D DQi Vi , where 1 6D Vi D V \Di .
(2) V \D is XH -invariant.
(3) NH .i /i is primitive.
(4) † is maximal in P 0.H/.
(5) Ji is transitive on i .
Proof. Adopt the notation of 7.4 and its proof. Then ND D LA, NX D LB , and
by 3.7.4, for each ˛  A, D˛ D D \ L˛ is XH -invariant. Pick ˛ to be maximal
proper subset ofA, and setM WD HD˛ and Y WD HD. Then by 7.4.3,M is max-
imal in Y . Further ND˛ D V 2 V .
Let B WD HK, F WD HX , B i WD NB.i /i , and for P  B , P i WD NP .i /i .
Then B i D Sym.i /, Di D Dii D Alt.i /, and X i — Alt.i /, so F i — Alt.i /.
As k D k.†/  5, Di Š Ak is a nonabelian simple group from 7.2. Thus we
have F .Y / D D and H  M , so M is transitive on the set ¹D1; : : : ;Dmº of
components of Y . Thus, in the language of [4], Y is faithful and primitive on Y=M ,
and is complemented, diagonal, or semisimple. In the last case,
M \D DM1     Mm;
where Mi DM \Di 6D 1. Then as
M \D D HD˛ \D D .H \D/D˛ D .J \D/D˛ D D˛;
we have V DQi Vi . In particular if Y on Y=HD˛ is semisimple for each maxi-
mal ˛, then (1) holds, modulo the assertion that Wi 6D 1 for each W 2 V , which
we now prove.
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SupposeWi D 1. ThenW \D D 1, soW D J . NowH i\Di isH i -invariant,
so H i \Di D U ii for some U D L and   A by 7.4.3. As H i acts on Zi for
each Z 2 V , also Ui acts on Zi . Claim  D ¿, so that U D J and hence U ii D
J ii D 1. For if not, ı D A    6D ¿ or A, so by 3.7.3, Z WD Lı 6D J or D, and
Ui acts onZi . Then by 3.7.3,D D hUi ; Zi i acts onZi 6D 1 orD, a contradiction.
This establishes the claim, and henceH i \Di D 1. Therefore jH i j  2. But then
as ODi .NH .i // D ¹Wi W W 2 Aº Š .s/ by 7.4.5, we have a contradiction.
Thus we may assume Y is complemented or diagonal. But by 7.4.2, K D DX
and D˛ and D \ J are HX -invariant. Now by 7.4.2, X \D  J , while
AutX .Di / — Inn.Di /
by paragraph two of the proof. Thus if Y is complemented, thenD\J D D˛ D 1,
so
AutX .Di / Š Z2 and AutM .Di / D AutH .Di /:
Then as AutH .Di / acts on AutX .Di /, Inn.Di / — AutM .Di /, contradicting Y
complemented.
This leaves the case Y diagonal. In this case D˛ D QD˛;, where D˛; is a
full diagonal subgroup of D,  varies over the blocks of an H -invariant partition
of ¹1; : : : ; mº, and D D Qi2Di . As K D DX , D˛ is X -invariant, and m > 2
by 7.3.2, this too is a contradiction. So (1) is established.
Part (2) follows from 7.4.4.
Suppose H i is not primitive. Then H i  P i the stabilizer of some nontrivial
partition  of i . Let Pi WD NDi ./ and P WD hPHi i. Then P 2 VD.H/, so by
7.4.4, X acts on P . Therefore F i acts on Pi , and hence F i is also imprimitive.
Therefore by 7.4.5 and 5.2 in [8], OBi .F
i / is the lattice with maximal members
¹B i1; : : : ; B isº, where B ij is the stabilizer of a nontrivial partition j of i , and
1 <    < s . Then setting Pi;j D NDi .j / and Pj D hPHi;j i, it follows from
7.4 that the maximal members of W0.< ND/ are NPj , 1  j  s. Let †j be the
union of the images of the blocks in j underH . Then†j 2 P 0.H/with† < †j .
Further
J D
\
j
NPj
contains D.†s/. But then we get †s 2 PJ .H/, contrary to 6.9. This completes
the proof of (3), and (3) implies (4). Finally as Ji is NH .i /-invariant, (1) and (3)
imply (5).
7.6. Assume † 2 P2.H/ and k.†/ D 4. Let D WD D.†/ and U WD ND. Then:
(1) O2.D/ D D \ J and U 2 W0 .
(2) For each W 2 W0, WH is imprimitive.
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Proof. Let Q WD O2.D/,  WD 1, and assume Q — J . By 7.3.1, U 2 W 00, soNQ 2 W 00 by 2.7.1. Further either D D Q.J \D/ or NQ < U . In any event by 3.7,
there exists Y  D such that D D QY , NY 2 W0, and NQ \ NY D J . Thus
Y \Q D Q \ J:
LetM WD YH . ThenM is transitive on† and Y is irreducible onQi WD Q\Di ,
soM is irreducible onQ. Thus asQ — J andQ\J D Y \Q EM , we conclude
thatQ\J D 1. Thus asQ\J D Y \Q andD D QY , Y is a complement toQ
in D. That is Y 2 Syl3.D/. Therefore
Y1 WD Y \D1 2 Syl3.D1/:
But Y D NY \D and NY is H -invariant, so NH ./ acts on Y1. This is impossible
as Y1 fixes a unique point of  , and H is transitive on , so NH ./ is transitive
on  .
Therefore Q  J . Now define K and X as in 7.4, and let M WD XH . Then
K D DX and by 7.4.2,
X \D D J \D;
soQ X . SetD DD=Q. ThenD1 D ŒD1 ; X andH is transitive on†, soM
is irreducible onD. Thus eitherQ D X\D orD  X , and the latter is impossi-
ble asX\D D J\D andD — J by 7.3.1. HenceQ D NX\D, so asQ  J  NX ,
Q D J \D. Further as X is irreducible on D and Q  J , U 2 W0 . This com-
pletes the proof of (1).
Next E WDQ  Š E4 and for each e 2 E#, Mov.e/D  . LetW 2W0. Then
E  J  W , and by 2.14,WH is not almost simple. Therefore by 4.2 in [8],WH
is imprimitive, establishing (2).
7.7. For † 2 P2.H/, k.†/ 6D 3.
Proof. Assume † 2 P2.H/ with k.†/ D 3, let D WD D.†/, U WD ND, and adopt
the notation of 7.4. Set M WD HX and Y WD HK. Then NM .D1/ is irreducible
on D1 and H is transitive on †, so M is irreducible on D. But, using 7.4.2,
M \K D HX \K D X.H \K/ D X.J \K/ D X;
soM \D D X \D. Thus asM is irreducible onD, X \D D 1 orD. By 7.4.2,
X \D D J \D, so as D — J by 7.3.1, D \ X D 1. By construction in 7.4.2,
K D DX , so X is a complement to D in K. That is X 2 Syl2.K/. Let  D 1.
NowK D Sym./ Š S3 andH acts onX , soH acts onX 2 Syl2.D /. This
is impossible as X fixes a unique point of  , whereas H is transitive on , so
H is transitive on  .
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7.8. Assume† 2 P2.H/ and k.†/ D 2. LetD WD D.†/, JD WD J\D, U WD ND,
andW0 \ U D ¹U1; : : : ; Urº. Then JD E HD, and setting D D D=JD ,
D D X1 ˚    ˚Xr ;
whereXi WD Ui \D,Xi D ŒXi ;H , and for i 6D j ,Xi andXj are inequivalent
F 2H -submodules of D.
Proof. As H acts on the abelian group D and J E H , JD E HD.
By 7.3.1, U 2 W 00, so by 3.7.3,
D D U \D D hXi W 1  i  ri;
andX D ¹Xi W 1  i  rº is the set of irreducible F 2H -submodules of D. By
3.5.2, Xi D ŒXi ;H . If i 6D j , then by 3.7.3, X \ .Xi C Xj / D ¹Xi ; Xj º, so
Xi is not F 2H -isomorphic to Xj , completing the proof.
7.9. Assume there exists† 2 P2.H/ such that k.†/  3. Then for eachW 2 W0,
HW is imprimitive on .
Proof. Let 1 6D W 2 W0 and Y WD HW . By 2.14:
() Y is not almost simple.
Choose † 2 P2.H/ and set D WD D.†/, U WD ND, k WD k.†/. We may as-
sume k > 2 and Y is primitive, and it remains to derive a contradiction. By 7.6.2
and 7.7, k > 4. Set  WD 1 and J1 WD J \D1. As k > 4, J1 is transitive on 
by 7.5.5.
Next J1  Y and Y is primitive on , so by 3.5 in [8] and (*), n D 2aC1 for
some a > 1, Y is the stabilizer of an affine structure, and J1 — E WD F .Y /. As
Y is the stabilizer of an affine structure, E is the unique minimal normal subgroup
of Y , so E  W . Further J1  J  W , so as J1 — E, E < W . However as Y is
the stabilizer of an affine structure over F 2 and n > 4, Y=E is simple, soW D Y .
This is a contradiction as F .Y=W / Š L 6D 1.
7.10. For each † 2 P2.H/, ND.†/ 2 W Š0.
Proof. Let † 2 P2.H/, D WD D.†/, and U WD ND. Assume U … W Š0; we derive
a contradiction.
Let k WD k.†/, let ¹Wi W 1  i  tº be the members of W0 such that U is a
maximal H -invariant subgroup of Wi , and set Yi WD WiH . Then D  Wi  Yi ,
so by parts (3) and (4) of 6.4:
(1) For 1  i  t , Yi is imprimitive on , P 0.Yi / has a greatest member i ,
i 2 P2, and i  †.
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Next by 3.8:
(2) For some 1  j  t , Wj does not act on D. Thus j 6D †, so j < †.
Let  WD j and k0 WD k./. If k0 > 4, then  is maximal in P 0.H/ by 7.5.4,
contradicting  < †. Similarly if k0 D 2, then  is maximal in P 0.H/, so it fol-
lows from 7.7 that:
(3) k0 D 4.
However as k0 D 4, 7.6.1 says that Wj 2 W0 , contradicting J < U < Wj . This
completes the proof of the lemma.
7.11. For † 2 P2.H/, k.†/ 6D 4.
Proof. Assume† 2 P2.H/with k.†/ D 4. Then by 7.6.1, ND.†/ 2 W0 , contrary
to 7.10.
7.12. Assume † 2 P2.H/ with k.†/ > 2. Then:
(1) k.†/ > 4.
(2) P2.H/ D ¹†º.
(3) For each  2 P 0.H/,   †.
Proof. By 7.7 and 7.11, k WD k.†/ > 4. Adopt the notation of 7.5 and set  WD 1.
By 7.5.5, J 1 is transitive. Let  2 P 0.H/ and  2  with  \  6D ¿. As J 1
is transitive, 1.1 says that    or    . Thus as H is transitive on  and †,
it follows that  and † are comparable. Further if †   , then † D  by 7.5.4.
This establishes (3).
Suppose  2 P2.H/   ¹†º. Then by (3),  < †. By 6.4.2, D < D./, so by
7.10, ND D ND./. But then D./ D DJ  NG.D/, a contradiction. Hence (2)
holds.
7.13. For each † 2 P2.H/, k.†/ D 2.
Proof. Assume † 2 P2.H/ with k WD k.†/ 6D 2. By 7.12, k > 4, so we adopt
the notation of 7.5. By 7.5.5, J1 WD J \D1 is transitive on  D 1 2 †.
Let C be the connected component of ƒ0 containing ND. By 7.10, ND 2 W Š0, so
there exists a unique U 2 C\W0 with U — ND. By 7.9, Y WD UH is imprimitive.
By 7.12.3, for each  2 P 0.Y /,   †. Thus P 0.Y / has a unique maximal mem-
ber  . As   †,    2  . By 3.8.1, U does not act on D, so  < †. Then
by 7.12.2,  2 P1, so H  D./.
As  is maximal in P 0.Y /, Y  is primitive. By 6.5.4, Y  is not almost simple.
As J 1  Y  and J1 is transitive on  , it follows from 3.5 in [8] that k./ D 2k,
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k D 2a, Y  is the stabilizer of an affine structure on  , and J 1 — F .Y  /. As
J1  U , it follows that
X D hJNY ./1 i  U \ B./;
where B./ D OG  , and that F .Y  /  X . Therefore as J 1 — F .Y  / and
Y =F .Y  / is simple, X D Y  . In particular as H  D./, H   X . Thus
H  hXH i  U , a contradiction. This establishes the lemma.
Notation 7.14. By Hypothesis 7.1, P2.H/ 6D ¿. In the remainder of the section,
let † 2 P2.H/, D WD D.†/, and W DW ND. By 7.13, we have k.†/ D 2, so †
is maximal in P 0.H/. By 7.10, W 2 W Š. Let C be the connected component of
ƒ0 containing W . As W 2 W Š, there is a unique U 2 C \W0 such that U — W .
Set C Š WD C \W Š0, and set s WD jC Š ¹W ºj. Thus U is contained in each member
of C Š   ¹W º.
LetG be the set of pairs .V; / such that V 2 C Š ¹W º and  2 P 0.VH/. Let
V consist of those V 2 C Š ¹W º such thatm2.V \D/  m2.D/=2. Let z be the
fixed-point-free involution in S such that † is the set of orbits of Z WD hzi on .
7.15. P2.UH/ D ¿.
Proof. Suppose  2 P2.UH/, and let E WD D./. By 7.13, we have k./ D 2
and NE 2 W Š0 by 7.10.
As k./ D 2, E is solvable. Then by 2.13 applied to U;E; 1 in the roles of
W;X; Y , UE 2 W0. Therefore as NE 2 W Š0, UE D NE. Then U  NE, so NE 2 C .
Then as W; NE 2 W Š0, W \ NE DW V 2 W 00, and by 3.7, E D .V \E/.U \E/. As
E is abelian and J acts on UE WD U \E and JE D J \E, V D .V \E/J acts on
UE and JE . From 7.8,H is irreducible on UE=JE , so as V \D is anH -invariant
2-group, V \D centralizes UE=JE . Thus ŒUE ; V \D  JE  V \ E. Thus
E D .V \ E/UE acts on Y D .V \ E/.V \D/. By symmetry, D acts on Y , so
Y EM D hD;E;H i. However this contradicts 3.8.1.
7.16. For each .V; / 2 G ,  2 P1.
Proof. As U  V , this follows from 7.15.
7.17. Assume .V; / 2 G such that  — †. Then:
(1) † _  D1.
(2) G \G† D 1.
(3) ŒH ; V \D D 1.
(4) H centralizes V \D.
(5) m2.V \D/  n=10.
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Proof. Part (1) follows from the maximality of† inP 0.H/. Then (2) follows from
(1) and 1.2, and (2) implies (3). By 7.16, we have  2 P1, so H  H . Thus (3)
implies (4).
As k.†/ D 2,
D  E D S† D E1     Em;
wherem D n=2 and Ei D hei i D S i Š Z2. Further jE W Dj  2,H acts on
† with orbits ¹†1; : : : ; †rº of length s  5, and CE .H/ D hf1; : : : ; fri, where
fj D
Y
i2†j
ei
is of order 2. Thusm2.CE .H// D r D m=s  m=5 D n=10. Then (4) completes
the proof of (5).
7.18. Suppose .V; / 2 G and V 2 V.
(1) m2.V \D/  .n   2/=4.
(2)   †, so D  OG .
(3) H is nontrivial on † for each  2  .
(4) k./  10 is even.
Proof. As V 2 V, m2.V \D/  m2.D/=2. As k.†/ D 2, m2.D/  .n   2/=2,
so (1) holds. By (1), m2.V \D/ > n=10, so (2) follows from 7.17.5.
By 7.16,  2 P1, soH  G and then asH is transitive on  ,H is nontrivial
on  . As H acts on † and   †, H acts on † and then as k.†/ D 2 and H
is perfect, (3) holds with j† j  5 and then (4) also follows.
7.19. V 6D ¿.
Proof. Adopt the notation of 7.8. As W 2 C Š, W0 \ W D ¹U1; : : : ; Usº is of
order s  2, so
D D X1 ˚    ˚Xs
by 7.8, where Xi WD Ui \D. Order the Ui so that m2.Ui /  m2.UiC1/ for each
i , and take V 2 C Š   ¹W º such that V \W D U1   Us 1. Thus
m2.V \D/  m2.D/=2:
7.20. Assume V 2 V and Y WD VH is imprimitive on. Let  be a maximal mem-
ber of P 0.Y /,  2  , r WD k./, and X WD V \D. Then:
(1) Y  is primitive but not almost simple.
(2) r  0 mod 4.
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(3) z 2 J .
(4) X  OG and m2.X / > .r   2/=4.
(5) If r D 16 and m2.X / D 4, then X is the direct product of the groups X  ,
for  2  , with X  Š E16.
Proof. By 7.16, we have  2 P1. By the maximality of  , Y  is primitive. By
7.18.2, X  V , and by 7.18.1, m2.X/  .n   2/=4, so X 6D 1. Hence Y  is not
almost simple by 6.5.4, completing the proof of (1).
By 7.18.4, r is even. Then (2) follows from (1) and 1.4. By (2), z 2 A, so z 2 D.
Further H centralizes Z, so (3) follows from 7.8.
As X  V is H -invariant,
m2.X/  .n=r/ m2.X /;
so as m2.X/  .n  2/=4, m2.X /  .n  2/r=4n > .r   2/=4, establishing (4).
Finally if r D 16 and m2.X /  4, then m2.X/  n=4, while as n  0 mod 4,
n=4 is the smallest integer as big as .n   2/=4. We conclude that m2.X/ D n=4
and then that (5) holds.
7.21. For each V 2 V, VH is primitive on .
Proof. Assume otherwise and choose notation as in 7.20. We observe that Y  ,  ,
z , X satisfy the hypotheses of 1.9 in the role of G;; z;X by 7.20. Then we
conclude from 1.9 that r D 16, Y  is affine and X Š E16. Then by 7.20.5, X
is a direct product of the groups X  . Hence by 1.9, Y D hXY i, so Y is the
direct product of the groups Y  Š Y  . As X  V E Y , Y  V . But then as
H
  Y  for each  2  , H  V , a contradiction.
7.22. Let V 2 V and Y WD VH . Then:
(1) Y is primitive but not almost simple on .
(2) n  0 mod 4.
(3) z 2 J .
Proof. By 7.21, Y is primitive on , so (1) follows from 2.14. As k.†/ D 2, n is
even, so as Y is primitive but not almost simple, (2) follows from 1.4. Now (3)
follows as in the proof of 7.20.3.
We are now in a position to obtain a contradiction to Hypothesis 7.1. We argue
as in the proof of 7.21. By 7.19 we can pick V 2V; set Y WD VH andX WD V \D.
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By 7.18.1, m2.X/  .n   2/=4. Then by 7.22, the hypotheses of 1.9 are satisfied
by Y in the role of G, so that lemma says that n D 16 and Y D hXY i. Then as
X  V E Y , H  Y D V , for our final contradiction.
This contradiction shows:
Theorem 7.23. Assume Hypothesis 6.1. Then P2.H/ D ¿, so P 0.H/ D P1.H/.
8 The case P 0.H / D P1
In this section we continue to assume Hypothesis 6.1, and adopt the notation es-
tablished there.
8.1. The following hold:
(1) P 0.H/ D P1.H/.
(2) Let  be the set of orbits ofH on. Then  is the greatest member ofP 0.H/.
(3) For each  2  , H  is primitive.
(4) If Y 2 OG.H/ is imprimitive, then there is a greatest member Y of P 0.Y /,
and Y   .
Proof. Part (1) is a restatement of Theorem 7.23. Then (2) follows from parts (1)
and (2) of 6.5. As  is maximal in P 0.H/, (3) and (4) follow.
8.2. Assume that for  2  that J  6D 1. Then for each W 2 W 00,
(1) WH is imprimitive on .
(2) P 0.WH/ has a greatest member W , and W   .
Proof. Assume I WD J  6D 1. Then as I  E H  , it follows that I  is transitive
by 8.1.3. Let W 2 W0 and Y WD WH . Suppose Y is primitive on . Then by 3.5
in [8] and 2.14, Y is the stabilizer of an affine structure on , J — F .Y /, and
Y D hF .Y /; J Y i. As F .Y / is the unique minimal normal subgroup of Y and
1 6D W E Y , F .Y /  W . Then as J  W , Y D hF .Y /; J Y i  W . But now
H  Y  W , a contradiction. Thus (1) holds. Then (1) and 8.1.4 imply (2) with
W D Y .
8.3. For each  2  , J  D 1.
Proof. Assume otherwise. By 3.3, there exist W 2 W 00 with Y WD WH —M./.
Set † WD W ; by 8.2, † <  . Let    2 †, I WD J  and X WD hINY ./i.
Then X  W . By maximality of † in P 0.Y /, Y  is primitive. Hence by 3.5 in
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[8] and 6.5.4, Y  is the stabilizer of an affine structure on  , I  — F .Y  /, and
Y  D hF .Y  /; I Y  i. As F .Y  / is the unique minimal normal subgroup of
Y  and 1 6D X E Y  , F .Y  /  X . Then as I  X ,
Y  D hF .Y  /; I Y  i  X :
Now as X  W  and H  Y  , H  hXH i  W , a contradiction.
In the remainder of this section (until the last theorem) we assume the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 8.4. JE WD J \D./ 6D 1.
In addition adopt the following notation: Set M WD M./, E WD D./, and
for  2  , letE./ WD A  (a component ofE),  W E ! E./ the projection
map, X  JE such that X is a minimal normal subgroup of H  and H per-
mutes ¹X W  2 º via conjugation, and X WD hX W  2 i. Set U WD NX and
k D k./ WD j j.
8.5. Let  2  . Then:
(1) H  is primitive and X Š X is transitive on  .
(2) U 2 W Š0.
(3) LetW0 \ U D ¹U.i/ W 1  i  sº and for ˛  ¹1; : : : ; sº, set
U.˛/ WD hU.i/ W i 2 ˛i and X.˛/ WD U.˛/ \X:
Then U.˛/ D NX.˛/, X.˛/ D hX.i/ W i 2 ˛i, andTi X.i/ D J \X DW JX .
(4) For  2  and 1  i  s, JX D X.i/ D X .
(5) W0. U/ D „M .
Proof. Observe that Hypothesis 4.1 is satisfied by M WDM./ and
L WD ¹E./ W  2 º:
Further in the language of Notation 4.2, in this setup, X D QJX , where JX is the
preimage in JE under  of a minimal normal subgroup ofH  . Moreover we have
JX D J \X . By 4.4.2, QJJ 2 W0, so as X  QJ is H -invariant, U D NX 2 W0 by
2.7. By 8.2.3, H  is primitive, so as 1 6D X E H  , X is transitive on  . Thus
(1) holds, and if U  W 2 W0, then arguing as in the proof of 8.2, Y WD WH is
imprimitive on , there is a greatest member W of P 0.Y /, and W   . Then
arguing as in the proof of 8.3, W D  .
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Suppose (2) fails, and let ¹Wi W 1  i  sº D ¹W 2 W Š W U  W º. By the pre-
vious paragraph, Wi M . Thus the connected component C of U is contained in
„M , so by 4.6.4, X  J , contrary to 8.3.
Therefore (2) holds. Thus as U D NX , we conclude from 3.7 that (3) holds. By
construction of X , JX D X D X , so as JX D J \X  X.i/  X , part (4)
follows from (3).
RecallX D QJX and by 8.3,X — J . Thus from 4.6.3,„M is connected, but does
not contain the connected component of U . Thus (5) follows from (2).
8.6. Let  2  . Then either:
(1) k D pa is a prime power, H  is affine, and X Š X D F .H  / Š Epa
is regular on  . Further X D X.1/   X.s/, and for each 1  i  s, X.i/ is
normal in UH .
(2) X is the direct product of components transitively permuted by H  isomor-
phic to some simple groupX0, andX is the direct product of a setX of compo-
nents transitively permutated by H and isomorphic to X0. For ˛  ¹1; : : : ; sº
there exist an H -invariant partition ‚.˛/ of X such that X.˛/ is the direct
product of full diagonal subgroups of X ,  2 ‚.˛/, and X D
Q
Y2 Y .
ThusX.˛/ is the direct product of its components, each of which is isomorphic
to X0, and H is transitive on these components.
Proof. As X Š X is a minimal normal subgroup of the primitive group H  ,
either
(i) k D pa is a prime power,H  is affine, andX D F .H  / Š Epe is regular
on  , or
(ii) X is the direct product of components permuted transitively by H  and
isomorphic to some nonabelian simple group X0.
Then asH is transitive on  andX is the direct product of the groupsX ,  2  , it
follows thatX is an elementary abelian p-group in (i), while in (ii), X is the direct
product of its set X of components, with H transitive on X and the members of
X are isomorphic to X0. Then in (i), (1) holds by 8.5.3. Similarly in (ii), (2) holds
using 8.5.4 and 1.4 in [7].
Notation 8.7. Assume Hypothesis 8.4, adopt the notation of 8.5.3, and let C be the
connected component ofƒ0 containingU . By 8.5.2, there is a unique V 2 W0 \C
with V — U . Let
W Š \ C DW C Š and V WD ¹W 2 C W W — U º:
Thus C Š   ¹U º  V , and for each W 2 V , V  W .
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ForW 2 V , set YW DWH . If YW is primitive on, let W D 0 andˆW D.
If YW is not primitive on , then by 8.1.4 there is a greatest member W D YW
ofP 0.YW /, and we have W   . In this case letˆW 2 W . SetBW D F .YW /
if ˆW D , and let BW be the product of the H -conjugates of the inverse image
in A ˆW of F .YW /ˆW if ˆW 6D .
8.8. Assume Hypothesis 8.4 and adopt Notation 8.7. Let W 2 V . Then:
(1) Y ˆWW is primitive but not almost simple.
(2) ˆW is a .UH/
ˆW invariant partition of ˆW .
(3) SupposeˆW 6D . Let ˛ 2 W , and ˛ W D.W /! A ˛ be the projection.
ThenD./  D.W /, so hU;W i M.W /. Further for eachP 2 „M.W /,
.P \D.W //˛  P .
(4) BW  W .
(5) BW — U .
(6) If W … W Š0, then BW 6D BP for some P 2 W0 with W maximal in P .
(7) Suppose V  Q  W withQ 2 W0. Then Q D W , Y ˆWQ is primitive, and
BQ  BW .
(8) There existsW 2 C Š and V D V1 <   < Vs D W with Vi 2W0 and NBVi D Vi
for each 1  i  s.
Proof. Let ˆ WD ˆW , Y WD YW , B WD BW . If ˆ D , then, by definition of ˆ,
Y is primitive on , so Y ˆ is primitive, while Y ˆ is not almost simple by 2.14.
If ˆ 6D , then Y ˆ is primitive as ˆ 2 W and W is the greatest member of
P 0.Y /. Further Y ˆ is not almost simple by 8.1.1 and 6.5.4. Thus (1) is established.
As  2 P 0.H/, and W   when ˆ 6D , (2) follows.
Assume the setup of (3). By 8.1.4, W   , so D./  D.W /. Therefore
X  D./  M.W / DW MW , so U D JX  MW , and hence hU;W i  MW
as W 2 P 0.HW /. Observe that Hypothesis 4.1 is satisfied by MW , D.W / in
the roles of “M ,D”. Further as hU;W i MW , each group in the connected com-
ponent of U is contained in MW . Therefore (3) follows from 4.6.4.
By definition in 8.7, Bˆ D F .Y ˆ/. Hence by (1), either Bˆ is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of Y ˆ, or Y ˆ is doubled. As 1 6D W ˆ E Y ˆ, we con-
clude that either Bˆ  W ˆ or Y ˆ is doubled, with Bˆ D Fˆ1  Fˆ2 the product
of the two minimal normal subgroups Fˆj of Y
ˆ, and Fˆ1 D Bˆ \W ˆ. Now in
the second case, as
HW=W D F .Y=W / Š L;
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it follows that W ˆHˆ D W ˆFˆ2 , and then Fˆ1 Š Fˆ2 Š L. Also
ŒFˆ2 ; W
ˆ  Fˆ2 \W ˆ D 1;
so Fˆ2 centralizes W
ˆ. Therefore if Hˆ D Fˆ2 then H centralizes W . But then
by 6.5.2,W M , contrary to 8.5.5. ThusHˆ 6D Fˆ2 , so NF2 2 W0 by 2.12, where
F2 is the product of theH -conjugates of the inverse image of Fˆ2 inA ˆ in case
ˆ 6D . Further ŒF2; W  D 1, so as JX  W and as  is the set of orbits of JX on
, we have F2  M . Thus NF2  U by 8.5.5. We saw that H is transitive on the
components of F2, so F2 is a minimal normal subgroup of F2H . Therefore, in the
notation of 8.5.3, F2  X.i/ for some 1  i  s, and then from 8.5.1 and 8.5.4,
 is the set of orbits of F2 on. AsW centralizes F2, it follows thatW M , con-
tradicting 8.5.5.
Thus Bˆ  W ˆ. Then (4) is immediate from the definition of B if ˆ D ,
while if ˆ 6D , it follows from (3).
AssumeB  U . Claim T WD X\B 6D 1. For if not, ŒX\W;B  X\B D 1,
so X \W  CW .B/  B as Bˆ D F .Y ˆ/. In particular
1 6D JX  X \W  T;
establishing the claim.
Now, using (4), B  U \W  NW .X/  NW .T /. Also T is H -invariant, soNT 2 W0 by 2.7, and as T 6D 1, T  is transitive by 8.5.1, so  is the set of orbits of
T on . Adopt the notation of 3.7 with B; Y in the roles of Y;X . Then we have
D D W0. W / and NT D L˛ for some ˛  A, so by 3.7,LB acts on T D L˛\B ,
so T is normal in hB;LBi D hLA; LBi D LD D W . Therefore W acts on the
set  of orbits of T , soW M , contrary to 8.5.5. This completes the proof of (5).
Assume (6) fails and let D WD C \W0 . From 3.4, W D L˛ for some ˛  D ,
and the members of W0 in which W is maximal are the groups L.b/ D L˛[¹bº,
b 2 B D D   ˛. By hypothesis, B D BL.b/ for each b 2 B, so LD acts on B ,
contrary to 3.8. This establishes (6).
Assume the hypothesis of (7). By (3), U acts on Q, so W  hU;Qi acts
on Q, and then by definition of W , W D Q. Therefore also ˆW D ˆQ, so
Y
ˆW
Q is primitive by (1). By (5), NB and NBV are not contained in U , while NBV  V
by (4), so as V \ U D J and V 2 W0 , NBV D V , and by 3.7, V \ B — J . Thus
Q \ B 6D 1, so
1 6D Qˆ \ Bˆ E Y ˆQ :
Then as BˆQ D F .Y ˆQ / and YQ  Y ,
1 6D BˆQ \ Bˆ:
Then by 4.3 in [4], BˆQ  Bˆ, so BQ  B , completing the proof of (7).
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We saw NBV D V . Let V D V1 <    < Vr D W be a chain of maximal length
subject to NBVi D Vi , and suppose W … W Š0. Then for P 2 W0 with W maximal
in P , NBP 6D P . However by (7), B  BP , soW D NB  NBP , and henceW D NBP
by maximality ofW in P . This contradicts (6), and completes the proof of (8).
8.9. Choose W as in 8.8.8 and set Y WD YW , ˆ WD ˆW , and B WD BW . Then:
(1) B D hB \ U;BV i and
.B \ U/ \ BV D B \ J
with B \ U maximal inW0.< U / andW0.< W /, NBV D V , and NB D W .
(2) Y D BH .
(3) Y ˆ is not affine.
(4) Y ˆV is primitive.
(5) Y ˆ is semisimple, and hence Y ˆ preserves a regular product structure F
on ˆ. Further Bˆ is the direct product of the set L of components of Y ˆ,
each of which is simple, and L is permuted transitively by Hˆ.
(6) H acts nontrivially on L.
Proof. First 8.8.8 and 3.7 imply (1). By (1), W D NB D BJ , so
Y D WH D BJH D BH;
establishing (2).
Suppose Y ˆ is affine. Then Bˆ is an elementary abelian p-group for some
prime p, and Y ˆ is irreducible on Bˆ. But by (2), Y D BH , soHˆ is irreducible
on Bˆ. However by (1), BV is a proper nontrivial subgroup of B , while by 8.8.7,
V D W , so BˆV is a proper nontrivial subgroup of Bˆ. However BˆV is Hˆ-in-
variant, contradicting Hˆ irreducible on Bˆ. Hence (3) holds.
Part (4) follows from 8.8.7.
By (1), NBV D V and NB D W , so as V 6D W also BV 6D B . From the proof of
8.8.7, BˆV  Bˆ, so as BV 6D B we have BˆV < B .
By (3) and as Y ˆ is primitive, Bˆ is the direct product of a set L of simple
components. Further Hˆ is transitive on L iff Y ˆ is not doubled.
Suppose Y ˆ is doubled. Then Bˆ D Bˆ1  Bˆ2 is the product of the two
minimal normal subgroups of Y ˆ. By (4) and Proposition 8 in [4], and as
F .Y ˆV / D BˆV 6D Bˆ;
it follows that we may choose BˆV D Bˆ1 . As CYˆV .BV / D 1,
Y ˆV \ Bˆ D Bˆ1 :
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Now Bˆ2 is an H
ˆ-invariant subgroup of Bˆ, so by 3.7, Bˆ2  Uˆ. But then
.UH/ˆ is primitive, contradicting 8.8.2. ThereforeHˆ is transitive onL and Y ˆ
is not doubled.
As BˆV < B
ˆ, Y ˆ is not complemented by Proposition 10 in [4]. By Proposi-
tion 6 in [4] and as Hˆ is transitive on L, Y ˆ is not diagonal. Hence (5) holds.
By 8.1.2, H is trivial on  , so as W   , H  YW . By (1), NB D W , so
H — B . Let K be the kernel of the action of Y on its components. Then K=B is
solvable, so as H — B , also H — K. Hence (6) follows from the transitivity of
H on the components of Y .
8.10. Choose W as in 8.8.8, set ˆ WD ˆW , and let
R.ˆ/ WD ¹g 2 Sym.ˆ/ W jFixˆ.g/j  jˆj=2º:
Then:
(1) U \W D U.˛/ and X \W D X.˛/, for some maximal proper subset ˛ of
¹1; : : : ; sº.
(2) Assume 8.6.2 holds. Then X.˛/ D hX.˛/ \R.ˆ/i.
Proof. Part (1) is a consequence of 8.5.3 and 3.4.
Assume 8.6.2 holds, adopt the notation of 8.6.2, and set
Xˆ WD ¹Fˆ W F 2 X and Fˆ 6D 1º:
For  2 ˆ, set O WD ¹Fˆ 2 Xˆ W Fˆ  E./ˆº. Then O D ¹ O W  2 ˆº is a
partition ofXˆ with
j Oj D jˆj DW m:
By 8.6, for each ˇ  ˛, X.ˇ/ˆ is the direct product of components Fˆ

, where
 2 ‚ˇ;ˆ, such that‚ˇ;ˆ is anHˆ-invariant partition ofXˆ, and Fˆ is a full di-
agonal subgroup of Xˆ

. As Fˆ

is simple and  W X.ˇ/ˆ ! Xˆ is a surjection,
Fˆ

 is a component of Xˆ whenever F
ˆ

 6D 1. Thus O _‚ˇ;ˆ D1, and
hence kˇ D j j  m. Now for ı  ˇ, X.ı/  X.ˇ/, so ‚ˇ;ˆ  ‚ı;ˆ. It follows
that m  k¿  2s 1k˛, so k˛  m=22 1  m=2.
Take ˇ D ˛. Now Fˆ

 Aˆ , where
 D
[
¹ WFˆ

 6D1º
;
and  is of order kk˛  km=2 D jˆj=2, so F #  R.ˆ/, completing the proof of
the lemma.
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8.11. Assume 8.6.1 holds and chooseW as in 8.8.8, set Y WD YW , ˆ WD ˆW , and
B WD BW , and let K be the kernel of the action of Y ˆ on the product structure F
of 8.9.5. Then:
(1) .X \W /ˆ  K.
(2) XB WD .X \ B/ˆ 6D 1.
(3) XB contains its projection on each member of L.
Proof. By 8.10.1,X\W D X.˛/ for some maximal proper subset ˛ of ¹1; : : : ; sº,
and by 8.5.3, U \W D U.˛/ D NX.˛/. Therefore X \W 6D 1.
Let  2  , I WD .X\W /ˆ, and supposeP is a nontrivialH -invariant subgroup
of CMˆ.I /. Then 1 6D I  E H  , so by 8.5.4, I  D X . Thus
P   CM .X / D X ;
so Pˆ  CMˆ.Xˆ/ D Xˆ, and NP ./  CMˆ.X /, so that
XP WD CXˆ.P / D
Y
2†
X ;
where † is the set of orbits for P on ˆ and X is a full diagonal subgroup of
hX W  2 i.
Suppose P — Xˆ. Then P 6D Pˆ , so † 6D ˆ, and hence XP 6D Xˆ. Hence
JˆX  .X \W /ˆ  XP < Xˆ, and XP is Hˆ-invariant, so
XP D .X \W /ˆ D I
by 3.7 and maximality of .X \W /ˆ D X.˛/ˆ in Xˆ. Further either
(i) P is transitive on ˆ, or
(ii) .Xˆ /
#  R.ˆ/, so I D hXP \R.ˆ/i  K,
by 8.9.5 and 4.2 in [8]. Indeed if (i) holds, then XP Š X as a NH ./-module, so
NH ./ is irreducible on XP , and hence XP D JˆX , contradicting
JˆX < X.˛/
ˆ D XP :
Thus (ii) holds if P — Xˆ.
ClaimXB WD I\Bˆ 6D 1. Assume otherwise. Then ŒI; .B\U/ˆ  XB D 1.
Also .B\U/ˆ 6D 1 by 8.9.1, so .B\U/ˆ — Xˆ or else .B\U/ˆ  I\Bˆ D 1.
Thus applying remarks above to .B\U/ˆ in the role of P , we conclude (ii) holds,
so I  K. Then as I centralizes .B \ U/ˆ, it also centralizes the product QB of the
projections of .B \ U/ˆ on the various members of L. Hence applying remarks
above to QB in the role of P , QBˆ  Xˆ, so that QBˆ  Xˆ \ Bˆ D XB D 1.
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Then as ŒH; QB  QBˆ , H centralizes QB , which is not the case as H acts non-
trivially on L by 8.9.6. Thus the claim is established, so (2) holds.
Next let QI be the product of the projections of XB on the various members
of L. Now Xˆ is abelian, so XB and hence also QI are abelian. Also 1 6D XB is
Hˆ-invariant, so by 8.5.1, XB is transitive for each  2 ˆ, and hence ˆ is the
set of orbits of XB on ˆ, and X

B is regular. Thus as I centralizes X

B , X

B D I  ,
so I is contained in the product X0 of the projections of XB on the X , and
X0  X . Similarly QI acts on ˆ and
QIˆ  X0 \ Bˆ D XB :
Thus ŒI; QI   QIˆ  XB , so we have quadratic action of I on QI . It follows that
either (1) holds, or p D 2 and all orbits of I on L are of length 2, and we may
assume the latter. Therefore j QI W XB j D jXB j. But ŒH; QI   QIˆ  XB , so asH
is nontrivial on L by 8.9.6, j QI W XB j < jXB j, a contradiction. This completes the
proof of (1).
Finally suppose (3) fails, so that QI 6D XB , and hence QI — Xˆ. From the pre-
vious paragraph, QIˆ  XB , so QI 6D QIˆ . On the other hand Xˆ acts on XB and
hence on QI , so ŒXˆ; QI   QIˆ  XB . Therefore Xˆ acts quadratically on QI , and
we obtain a contradiction as in the previous paragraph.
8.12. Assume 8.6.2 holds, choose W as in 8.8.8 and set ˆ WD ˆW and B WD BW .
Then:
(1) .X \W /ˆ  Bˆ.
(2) .X \W /ˆ contains its projection on each member of L.
Proof. Part (1) follows from 8.10.2, 8.9.5, and 4.2 in [8].
By 8.10.1, X \W D X.˛/ for a subset ˛ of ¹1; : : : ; sº, so by 8.6.2, X \W D
E.X \W /. Let QX be the product of the projections of .X \W /ˆ on the various
members of L. Claim QX 6D Bˆ. Suppose otherwise. Then for P a component of
.X \W /ˆ, P projects on a component Q of Bˆ. Now by 8.9.5, we can identify
ˆ with a product
ˆ D
Y
Q2L
ˆQ;
where the ˆQ are m-sets. There exists x 2 Q acting without fixed points on ˆQ.
Let y 2 P project on x. Then y has no fixed points on ˆ, contrary to the proof of
8.10, which showed P #  R.ˆ/. This establishes the claim.
By 8.9.1,B\U is maximal inW0.< W /, so by 3.7.3,Hˆ.B\U/ˆ is maximal
in BˆHˆ. Therefore as QX is normalized by Hˆ.B \ U/ˆ, it follows from the
claim that QX  .B \ U/ˆ. Thus P E QX , so P is one of the components of QX ,
and then .X \W /ˆ D QX , completing the proof of the lemma.
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Theorem 8.13. J \D./ D 1.
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then Hypothesis 8.4 is satisfied. Adopt Notation 8.7,
pick W as in 8.8.8, and set Y WD YW , ˆ WD ˆW , and B WD BW . By 8.9.5, Y ˆ
preserves a regular .m; r/-product structure on ˆ for some m  5 and r  2, so
we can make an identification
ˆ D
rY
jD1
jˆ
where jˆ is an m-set. If 8.6.1 holds, define XB as in 8.11.2, while if 8.6.2 holds,
then let XB D .X \W /ˆ. Then by 8.11 and 8.12, XB  Bˆ, and XB is the prod-
uct of its projections on the various members of L.
For 1  j  r , let j be the set of orbits of XB on jˆ . LetA D 1      r
and for ˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛r/ 2 A, define ˛ WD ˛1      ˛r  ˆ. Then as XB is
the product of its projections:
(1) ¹˛ W ˛ 2 Aº is the set  0ˆ of orbits of XB on ˆ.
However as 1 6D XB is H -invariant, and for each  2 ˆ, H  is primitive by
8.1.3, it follows that XB is transitive, so:
(2) ˆ D  0ˆ .
Pick ˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛r/ 2 A. By 8.9.6,H acts nontrivially onL. Thus identifying
L with ¹1; : : : ; rº, there exists h 2 H with 1h D j 6D 1. As jj > 1, j˛ 6D jˆ ,
so there exits ıj 2 j   ¹ j˛ º. Pick a ˇ 2 A with ˇ1 D ˛1 and jˇ D ıj . As ˆ
is the set of orbits of H on ˆ, H acts on each member of ˆ, so in particular
˛h D ˛. Hence ˛1h D j˛ . Similarly ˇ1h D jˇ . But by construction, ˛1 D ˇ1
while j˛ 6D jˇ , a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem.
9 The caseH simple
In this section we continue to assume Hypothesis 6.1, and adopt the notation es-
tablished there. By 8.1.1,P 0.H/ D P1.H/. Let  be the set of orbits ofH on.
Then by 8.1.2,  is the greatest member of P 0.H/. Set D WD D./ and let L the
set of components ofD. ThusH is transitive onL, the members ofL are simple,
and D is the direct product of the members of L.
9.1. The following hold:
(1) J \D D 1.
(2) H Š L.
(3) H0 D H  J .
(4) W D C OG.H/ 2 W0.
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Proof. Part (1) is a restatement of Theorem 8.13. Then as H  D by 8.1, it fol-
lows that H \ J D 1. Thus H Š HJ=J D H0=J Š L, so (2) holds. Further
ŒH; J   D \ J D 1, so (3) follows.
Let W WD C OG.H/. By (3), J  W. On the other hand H acts on W, and
H \W  CH .H/ D CH0.H/ D J by (3), so W 2 W0, establishing (4).
9.2. The following hold:
(1) H is not regular on  2  .
(2) W D 1.
(3) J D 1.
(4) H is almost simple with F .H/ D H.
Proof. Suppose H is regular on  2  . Then CSym./.H  / Š H Š L is also
regular on  . Let W./ WD CA  .H/ and W0 WD hW./ W  2 i. Then
W./ Š W./ D CSym./.H  / Š L;
and W0 is the direct product of the W./. Further W0 E W, and there is a com-
plement T toW0 inW acting faithfully as Sym./ on  , withNT ./ centralizing
W./; that is W is the wreath product of L by Sym./.
By 8.1.3, H  is primitive. Thus as H  Š L is a minimal normal subgroup of
H  , eitherH  is almost simple, orH  is doubled with minimal normal subgroups
H
 andW./ . In the first case asH  is regular, for ! 2  ,H ! is a complement
to H  in H  , and maximal in H  . This is contrary to the argument in 6.3 in [7].
Thus H  is doubled, and W./ D J  by 9.1.3. Thus
AutJ .W.// D Inn.W.//:
Claim J is contained in no complement R to W0 in W. Assume otherwise and
set m WD jj. Then R Š Sm and NR./ Š Sm 1. But as
AutJ .W.// D Inn.W.//;
it follows that Inn.W.// AutR.W.//. Thus asNR./ is almost simple,NR./
is faithful on W./ Š L, and L Š F .NR.// Š Am 1. But there is an involu-
tion r 2 R   E.R/ inducing an outer automorphism on E.R/, and hence also on
W./. But then as H W./ is doubled, r also induces an outer automorphism
on H, contradicting r 2 W  CG.H/. This completes the proof of the claim.
Next W0 D .W/ and W0  D, so J \W0  J \D D 1 by 9.1.1. Thus by
the claim, W 6D W0J D NW0, so that NW0 2 W0 and NW0 < W. Therefore by 9.1.4
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and 3.4, there exists U 2 W 00 with W D W0U and NW0 \ U D J . Thus J  U ,
and W0 \ U D W0 \ NW0 \ U D W0 \ J D 1. Hence U is a complement to W0
in W containing J , contrary to the claim. This completes the proof of (1).
Let O be the set of orbits ofW on. Suppose (2) fails. AsH  is primitive, ei-
therW  D 1 orW  is transitive, and by (1) it is the former. ThusW is not transi-
tive on. ThereforeO 2 P 0.H/, soO   by 8.1.2. This is impossible as we just
saw W  D 1. Thus (2) holds. Then as J  W by 9.1.3, (2) implies (3).
As J D 1 and HJ=J D F .H=J /, (4) holds.
9.3. Let W 2 W 00 and Y WD WH . Then:
(1) H is a complement to W in Y .
(2) kerH .Y / D 1.
Proof. As W 2 W0, H \W D J D 1 by 9.2.3. Thus (1) holds. If 1 6D kerH .Y /,
then H  kerH .Y / by 9.2.4. But then
ŒH; W   H \W D 1
by (1), so W  W D 1 by 9.2.2, a contradiction. Hence (2) holds.
9.4. Let W 2 W0 and Y WD WH . Then:
(1) H is maximal in Y .
(2) Y is faithful and primitive on Y=H .
(3) W D F .Y / Š Epe for some prime p and integer e > 1, W is regular on
Y=H , and Y is affine on Y=H .
Proof. AsW 2 W0 , part (1) follows from 2.12.1 in [6]. Then (2) follows from (1)
and 9.3.2. As W E Y , it follows from (2) that W is transitive on Y=H , and then
W is regular on Y=H by 9.3.1. As W is regular on Y=H , Y is either affine or
complemented, and we may assume the latter. Then W is the direct product of the
set C of the r components of Y , andH is faithful and transitive on C , soH  Sr .
Let c be the order of a component of Y ; thus n D cr . Pick a prime divisor p of c.
As H is transitive on , n divides jH j, so jH jp  crp  pr . But by 3.3 in [4],
jSr jp  p.r 1/=.p 1/ < pr ;
a contradiction.
Theorem 9.5. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. IfH is transitive on, thenH is primitive
on .
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then Hypothesis 6.1 is satisfied. Thus we may appeal
to the results in this section.
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Let W 2 W0 and Y WD HW . By 9.4.3, W is the unique minimal normal sub-
group of Y and W Š Epe for some prime p and integer e.
If Y is primitive on, we setˆ WD ,K WD H , and X WD Y . Suppose instead
that Y is imprimitive on. Then by 8.1.4, there is a greatest member† ofP 0.Y /,
and †   . As †   , H  G†. As H is irreducible on W ,
W D ŒW;H  G†:
Thus by maximality of†,† is the set of orbits ofW on. In this case pickˆ 2 †
and setK WD NH .ˆ/ andX WD WK. By construction,H  K  H , so by 9.2.4,
K is almost simple with F .K/ D H. As H is transitive on  and preserves †,
K is transitive on ˆ.
Thus in either case,K is almost simple withF .K/ D H,K is transitive onˆ,
and jˆj is a power of p. Therefore by 1.5, either H is transitive on ˆ or
CA.H/ 6D 1:
The latter contradicts 9.2.2, so the former holds. However as  is a nontrivial parti-
tion of, and the set of orbits ofH on,H is not transitive on. Thus Y is im-
primitive on and ˆ 2 †. Moreover asH is transitive on ˆ, ˆ 2  , so † D  ,
and hence W  M . But now by 3.3, G D hW0 ;H i  M./, contrary to Hypo-
thesis 5.1.
10 The intransitive case
In this section we assume:
Hypothesis 10.1. Hypothesis 5.1 holds and H is intransitive on .
Notation 10.2. Let OG WD F .G/J , I WD ¹1; : : : ; kº, and ¹i W i 2 I º the orbits
of H on . For   I , set  0 WD I    ,
 WD
[
i2
i ; X WD OG  ; T WD S  ; G WD
Y
i2
Xi ;
and
SI WD
Y
i2I
Ti :
Recall the definition of H from 2.11, and set J WD J \H. Set
I WD ¹i 2 I W i  Mov.H/º:
Observe GI D X1      Xk , and let i W GI ! Xi be the i th projection map.
As H acts on each i , and jSI W GI j is of exponent 2, O2.H/  GI .
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For Y 2 IG.H/, set NY WD YJ . Let S be the set of subsets  of I such that
I ª  .
10.3. The following hold:
(1) H  GI .
(2) For each i 2 I, set Hi WD Hi and Ji WD Ji . Then
Hi=Ji Š L;
so ji j  5.
(3) For  2 S , NX and NG are inW0.
(4) Assume j˛ 2 S for j D 1; 2 such that ˛2 ª ˛1, j˛2j> 1, and j˛2 j> 2. ThenNX˛1 6D NX˛2 and NX˛2 2 W 00.
(5) For i 2 I, Xi — J .
(6) Suppose j˛ 2 S , j D 1; 2, and there exists i 2 ˛2\I ˛1. Then NG˛1 6D NG˛2 .
Proof. If H is nontrivial on i , then as H is transitive on i and H E H , we
have i 2 I. HenceH  SI . Then asH D O2.H/, (1) follows from a remark
in 10.2.
For i 2 I, i  Mov.H/, so Hi 6D 1. If Hi  Ji , then for x 2 H   J,
there is y 2 J with xi D yi . Thus xy 1 2 ker.i /, so
ker.i / \H — J:
Hence as ker.i / D Gi 0 is H -invariant, we get H  ker.i / by 2.11, contradict-
ingHi 6D 1. ThereforeHi — Ji , so the induced map  W H=J ! Hi=Ji defined
by  W hJ 7! .hi /Ji is nontrivial. Then as H=J Š L is simple, (2) holds.
Pick  as in (3) and let Y 2 ¹G ; Xº. For i 2  , i is H -invariant, so Y is
H -invariant. Thus if NY … W0, then we get H  Y by 2.12. But as  2 S , there
is i 2 I    , and by (2), Hi 6D 1, a contradiction. Therefore (3) holds.
Assume the hypothesis of (4). Then X˛1 acts on i for i 2 ˛2   ˛1, but as
j˛2 j > 2,X˛2 is transitive on˛2 , and then as j˛2j > 1,X˛2 does not act oni .
Thus as J acts on i , NX˛1 D X˛1J 6D X˛2J D NX˛2 , and NX˛2 6D J . Therefore
(4) holds.
Suppose i 2 I with Xi  J , and let  D I   ¹iº. Then by (1),
H  GI D GXi  GJ D NG ;
contrary to (3). Thus (5) holds.
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Assume the hypothesis of (6) and NG˛1 D NG˛2 . By hypothesis there exists an
i 2 I \ ˛2   ˛1. Therefore Gi  NG˛2 D NG˛1 D G˛1J  Gi 0J . But by (1),
H  GI  Gi 0Gi  Gi 0J D NGi 0 ;
whereas NGi 0 2 W0 by (3).
10.4. Suppose  2 S and j˛   for j D 1; 2, such that j˛1 j D j˛2 j D m > 0
and ˛1 \ ˛2 D ¿. Thenm D 1, j j  3 with ji j D 1 for i 2    .˛1 [ ˛2/, andOG D A.
Proof. By 10.3.3, NX 2 W0. Let Y WD NX .¹˛1 ; ˛2º/ and X WD NY .˛1/.
Then X and Y are H -invariant, so NX; NY 2 W0 by 2.7. Also jY W X j  2, and as
J acts on ˛1 , if Y 6D X , then NY 6D NX . Therefore by 3.5.2, Y D X . The lemma
follows.
10.5. k  3.
Proof. Assume k > 3. Then we may choose notation so that some member of I is
not contained in I0 D ¹1; 2; 3º, and hence I0 2 S . Let I1 D ¹i 2 I0 W ji j D 1º,
and let I2 be the set of 2-subsets of I0. Set X WD XI0 .
Assume j˛j > 2 for each ˛ 2 I2. Then by 10.3.4 applied to ˛, i˛ in the role
of ˛2, ˛1, with i˛ 2 ˛, NX˛ 2 W 00 and NX˛ 6D NXi˛ . Similarly by 10.3.4, NX 2 W0
and NX˛ 6D NX . Observe that for distinct ˛ and ˇ 2 I2,
X D hX˛; Xˇ i and X˛ \Xˇ D X˛\ˇ :
Applying 3.4 to the connected component C of ƒ0 containing NX , it follows that
NX D LB for some B  C, NX˛ D L.˛/ for some .˛/  B, and
NX˛\ˇ D L.˛/\.ˇ/:
Then by 3.4 and 3.7, .˛/ [ .ˇ/ D B and .˛ \ ˇ/ D .˛/ \ .ˇ/. But now
B D .¹1; 2º/ [ .¹1; 3º/ [ .¹2; 3º/;
so asXi;j \Xi;l D Xi , it follows from 3.4 thatX D Y , where Y D hX1; X2; X3i.
As Y acts on i for each 1  i  3, but X does not, this is a contradiction.
Therefore j˛j D 2 for some ˛ 2 I2. We may take ˛ D ¹1; 2º, so ji j D 1
for i 2 ¹1; 2º. Therefore by 10.4, jj j D 1 for each j 2 I0, and OG D A. Since
we could have chosen I0 to be any 3-subset of I not contained in I, and since
ji j  5 for each i 2 I by 10.3.2, it follows that jIj D 1 and ji j D 1 for each
i 2 I 0. Finally if k > 4, we obtain a contradiction from 10.4 by choosing j˛ D ¹j º
for j D 1; 2 and  D I 0 in that lemma. Thus we have shown that k D 4, and we
may choose notation so that I D ¹4º and ji j D 1 for 1  i  3.
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Now as OG D A, X Š Z3. Further all orbits of H on 1;2;3 are of length 1, so
H centralizes X and J \X D 1. Therefore J 6D NX D N NX .H/, contrary to 3.5.1.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
10.6. Assume ¹1; 2º 2 S and NX2 2 W 00. Then NX2 D NG1;2, so X1  J .
Proof. Assume otherwise. By 10.3.3, NX1;2, NXj , j D 1; 2, and NG1;2 are inW0. By
hypothesis, we have NX2 2 W 00 and NX2 6D NG1;2, so also NX1 2 W 00. Let mj D jj j.
As NXj 2 W 00, mj > 2 by 3.5.3. By 10.4, m1 6D m2, so we may assume m2 > m1.
We apply 3.4 and 3.7 toX1;2 in the role of Y ,X1;2H in the role ofX , and C the
connected component of ƒ0 containing NX1;2. In particular NX1;2 D LA for some
A  C, NXi D L˛i for some ˛i  A, and NG1;2 D L , where  D ˛1 [ ˛2  A
as NG1;2 6D NX1;2. Pick a 2 A    , and set
ˇ WD ˛2 [ ¹aº; U WD Lˇ ; and Z WD X1;2 \ U:
By 3.7, U D NZ, and as ˇ  A, Z 6D X1;2. As a …  , it follows that Z — G1;2, so
ZH is transitive on 1;2. As m2 > 2, X2 contains a 3-cycle, so as Z 6D X1;2 and
ZH is transitive on 1;2, it follows from 3.2 in [8] that Z is imprimitive on 1;2,
and2 is contained in a block of each nontrivialZ-invariant partition of1;2. As
m2 > m1 D j1;2  2j, this is a contradiction.
10.7. Assume k D 3. Then:
(1) I 0 6D ¿, and
(2) for some i 2 I 0, Xi  J .
Proof. Assume otherwise. We may choose I0 D ¹1; 2º 2 S . Thus for i 2 I0 we
have NXi 2 W0 by 10.3.3. If also i 2 I, then NXi 2 W 00 by 10.3.5. Therefore by
10.6, there exists j 2 I0 \ I 0 such that Xj  J , completing the proof.
Theorem 10.8. Assume k D 3 and choose notation so that I D ¹3º or ¹2; 3º. If
I D ¹3º, assume X2 6D 1. Then:
(1) j1j 6D j2j, and
(2) NX1;2.1/  J .
We prove Theorem 10.8 in a series of reductions, so assume the hypotheses of
the theorem. For 1  i  3, set mi WD ji j, and set M WD NX1;2.1/.
If I D ¹3º, then X2 6D 1 by hypothesis, while if I D ¹2; 3º, this follows from
10.3.2. Thus
10.9. X2 6D 1.
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By 10.9, m2 > 1, so 10.8.1 follows from 10.4. By 10.8.1 and 3.7.1 in [8]:
10.10.M is a maximal subgroup of X1;2.
In the remainder of the proof of Theorem 10.8, assume M — J .
10.11. The following hold:
(1) NM; NX1;2 2 W 00 with NM < NX1;2.
(2) There exists a unique U 2 W0 contained in NX1;2 but not in NM . Set
UX WD U \X1;2:
(3) HUX is transitive on 1;2.
Proof. By 10.3.3, we have NX1;2 2 W0. Hence asM 2 IX1;2.H/, NM 2 W0 by 2.7,
so as M — J , NM 2 W 00. As M acts on 1 but X1;2 does not, NM < NX1;2 by an
argument in the proof of 10.3.4, so (1) holds.
As M is maximal in X1;2, NM is maximal inW0.< NX1;2/ by 3.7, so (2) follows
from 3.4. By maximality ofM ,X1;2 D hUX ;M i, and in particular UX —M . Then
as H is transitive on i , (3) follows.
Let C be the connected component of ƒ0 containing NX1;2 and C WD C \W0 .
By 3.8 some V 2 C does not act on 1;2. Let
UX  Y 2 IX1;2.H/
with NY 6D NX1;2, and set ZY WD hY; V i and BY WD ZYH .
10.12. The following hold:
(1) ZY 2 C , NY \ V D J , and NX1;2 \ZY D NY .
(2) BY is transitive on .
(3) A — BY .
Proof. Part (1) follows from 3.4. As UH is transitive on 1;2 and 3, and as V
does not act on 1;2, (2) holds. As ZY 2 C , (3) holds.
By 10.7, Xi  J for i D 1; 2. Choose such an i 2 ¹1; 2º.
10.13. Assume Xi 6D 1.
(1) Y WD Y1 is a UH -partition of 1;2, YH is 2-transitive on Y , Y is tran-
sitive on 1;2, and KC.Y /  Y .
(2) We may assume i D 1.
(3) m1 < m2.
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Proof. Set j D 3  i . As X1;2 — Y , 3.2 in [8] says that there is a YH -partition
on1;2 such thati  ı 2  andKC./  Y . AsH is transitive on1;2 i ,
it follows thati D ı and YH is 2-transitive on. In particular Y is transitive on
 and hence also on1;2, andmi  mj . This proves (1), andmi < mj by 10.8.1.
By symmetry between i and j , Xj — J . Thus by 10.7.2, i 2 I 0. Thus by the
hypothesis of Theorem 10.8, either i D 1 or I D ¹3º. Moreover in the latter case,
interchanging 1 and 2 if necessary, we may assume i D 1. Thus m1 < m2.
10.14. We may assume m1 < m2.
Proof. If Xi 6D 1, this follows from 10.13, so assume otherwise. Thus mi  2. If
I D ¹2; 3º, then m2  5 by 10.2.3, so i D 1 and the lemma holds. If I D ¹3º,
interchanging 1 and 2 if necessary, and appealing to 10.8.1, the lemma holds.
10.15. V acts on 2.
Proof. SetW D hM;V i and assume V does not act on2. Then eitherW is tran-
sitive on V or WH has orbits ¹2; 1;3º or ¹1; 2;3º, so we may assume W is
transitive on ‰ D  or 2;3. As H  X2;3, we have X2;3 — W . On the other
hand 1 6D X2  M  W , so by 3.2 in [8] there is a nontrivial WH -invariant par-
tition † of ‰ such that 2   2 † and KC.†/  W . As H is transitive on 1
and 3, and as m1 < m2 by 10.14, it follows that either  D 2 or ‰ D  and
 D 1;2. In the latter case, X1;2  KC.†/  W , so U  W , contrary to 3.4.
Thus 2 D  .
Next for ! 2 1, we have ! 2 ˛ 2 † and !KC.†/ D ˛ is of order m2 > m1,
so KC.†/ does not act on 1. Thus KC.†/ — NM , so V  KC.†/J . But then V
acts on 2, contrary to assumption.
10.16. BY1;2 is not a partition of .
Proof. Assume otherwise. First, Y acts on1;2, and by 10.15, V acts on2, so V
also acts on1;2. But then BY D hV; Y;H i acts on1;2, contrary to 10.12.2.
10.17. X1 D 1.
Proof. Assume otherwise. Applying 10.13 to U in the role of Y , we obtain the
UH -partition D U D U1 . By 10.13.1, we haveKC./  U  Y , so as is
the uniqueKC./-invariant partition of1;2 with blocks of sizem1, we conclude
that  D Y is independent of Y . In particular NX1;2./ is the unique maximal
overgroup of UX in X1;2, so it follows from 3.4 that NM 2 W0 . Then applying 3.7
with X1;2; X1;2H in the roles of Y;X , we conclude that UX is a maximal H -in-
variant subgroup of X1;2. Thus UX D NX1;2./ and Y D UX . Set Z D ZY and
B D BY .
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By 10.12.2,B is transitive on, and asH — Z, we haveA — B . Therefore by
3.2 in [8], there is a B-partition  of with1   2  andKC./  Z. AsH
has orbitsk , 1  k  3, it follows that  D 1,1;2, or1;3. As NZ\ NM D J ,
M — Z, so as KC./  Z,  6D 1;2.
Suppose  D 1;3 and let u 2 U with1u 6D 1. Then u 6D  so u  2,
and then as X1;3  KC./  Z, we have Xu1;3  Z \ X2 D Y , impossible as
Xu1;3 does not preserve . Therefore  D 1, so  D Z1 . In particular    .
Next Y  D Sym./ andH is transitive on   , so if B is imprimitive on  ,
then B is a partition of  . But then B1;2 is a partition of , contrary to 10.16.
Therefore B is primitive on  . Let K be the kernel of the action of B on  .
ThenK=KC./ is solvable andKC./  Z, so NK 2 W0 by 2.8. ThenK  Z by
3.4. Also as Y  D Sym./, 3.2 in [8] says Sym./ D B , contrary to 2.15.
10.18. m1  2.
Proof. This follows from 10.17 and 10.9.
10.19. If Y is transitive on 1;2, then BY is imprimitive on .
Proof. Assume otherwise. By 1.7.3, B WD BY is 2-transitive on , so by 2.15, B
is affine and D D F .B/  Z. Thus ND 2 W0 by 2.7. We apply 3.7 to D;B in
the roles of Y;X , and adopt the notation of that lemma. As D — J , it follows that
A 6D ¿ andDJ D ND D LA. Let a 2 A; then 1 6D Da D La\D is JD-invariant
as D is abelian, and by 3.7, Da is LB-invariant, so
Da E hLA; LB ;H i D B
using 3.4. Therefore as B is irreducible on D, D D Da, so A D ¹aº. As Y acts
on2,La — NY , soLa D V . ThusB D hY; V;H i D NYD. But now 1.7.4 supplies
a contradiction.
10.20. m1 D 2.
Proof. Assume otherwise and let B WD BY . Then m1 D 1 by 10.18. By 10.11.3,
HY is transitive on1;2, so asH is transitive on2,HY is 2-transitive on1;2.
By 10.19, B is imprimitive on. Therefore by 1.7.2,  D B1;2 is a partition of,
contradicting 10.16.
10.21. The following hold:
(1) There exists a nontrivial YH -partition  on 1;2.
(2) Either 1 2  or H1 has two orbits ; h of length m2=2 on 2, for h 2
H  H1 , and  D ¹„;„hº, where „ D ¹!º [  for some ! 2 1.
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(3) We may choose Y D NX1;2./, so Y is transitive on 1;2.
(4) If Y D NX1;2./, then there is a nontrivial BY -partition  of  with    .
Proof. Set B WD BY . Suppose that (1) fails. By 1.6 applied to the action of YH
on1;2, with1 in the role of†, YH is 2-transitive on1;2. Then by 1.7.1, Y is
transitive on 1;2, so by 10.19, B is imprimitive on . Then 1.7.2 applied to the
action of B on , B1;2 is a partition of , contrary to 10.16.
This establishes (1). Then (2) follows from (1) and 1.6. As HU acts on , (3)
follows.
Assume Y D NX1;2./. By (3) and 10.19 there is a nontrivial B-partition 
on . Let  2  with  \ 1;2 6D ¿. By 1.1, either 1;2   or   1;2. In
the former case as H is transitive on 3,  D 1;2, contrary to 10.16. Therefore
1 D ¹ 2  W   1;2º is a nontrivial YH -partition of 1;2, so as  is the
unique nontrivial YH -partition of 1;2, 1 D . Therefore    , completing
the proof of (4).
Choose  and  as in 10.21 and Y D NX1;2./. Let  D 1 or „ in the re-
spective case of 10.21.2; thus  2  . By construction:
10.22.     Fix.Y / and Y  D Sym./.
Set B WD BY and Z WD ZY . By10.22 we can apply 1.7 to the action of B
on  . Then if B is imprimitive, we conclude from 1.7.2 that B is a B-partition
of  . But then B1;2 is a B-partition of , contrary to 10.16.
Therefore B is primitive, so it follows from 10.22 and 3.2.1 in [8] that
B D Sym./:
We claim that B  Z. If so, then as Y  6D 1, B < Z, so as B D Sym./,
2.15.1 supplies a contradiction. Thus it remains to establish the claim. But Y con-
tains KC./, so as B is transitive, Z contains KC./. Then as B=KC./ is a
2-group, appealing to 2.13 and enlargingZ toZB if necessary, we haveB  Z,
establishing the claim. This completes the proof of Theorem 10.8.
10.23. Assume k D 3. Then:
(1) jIj D 1, so we may choose notation so that I D ¹1º.
(2) Assume j2;3j > 2, and set M WD NX2;3.2/. Then
M D X2;3 \ J and NX2;3 2 W0 :
Proof. By 10.7.1, jIj D 1 or 2. If jIj D 2, then we may take I D ¹2; 3º, so by
10.8,X2  J , contrary to 10.3.5. Thus (1) is established and we choose I D ¹1º.
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It remains to prove (2), so we may assume m WD j2;3j > 2. Suppose Xi D 1
for i D 2; 3. Then mi D ji j  2 for i D 2; 3, so as m > 2, we may assume
mi D 2 for some i 2 ¹2; 3º. Then as Xi D 1, OG D A. It follows that eitherm D 3
and the subgroupM of (2) is trivial, orm D 4. In the former case, Z3 Š X2;3, soNX2;3 2 W0 by 2.8, and hence (2) holds. Thus we may assume the latter case holds.
But now m2 D m3 D 2, and hence 10.4 supplies a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that X2 6D 1. Then, modulo change of notation, the hy-
potheses of 10.8 are satisfied, and we conclude from that theorem thatM  J , and
m2 6D m3, so M is maximal in X2;3 (cf. 3.7.1 in [8]). By 10.3.4, NX2;3 2 W 00, so
it follows from the maximality of M in X2;3 and 3.7 that
M D X2;3 \ J and NX2;3 2 W0 :
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Hypothesis 10.24. jIj D 1.
Notation 10.25. When assuming Hypothesis 10.24, we adopt the following nota-
tion: Take I WD ¹1º and let X WD X10 and X WD 10 . Observe that Hypothesis
10.24 is always satisfied when k D 3 by 10.23.1, so we always adopt Notation
10.24 when k D 3.
10.26. Assume k D 3. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(1) jX j > 2 and NX 2 W0 .
(2) jX j D 2, OG D A, and X D 1.
Proof. If jX j D 2, then (2) holds by 10.4, so we may assume jX j > 2. Then
(1) holds by 10.23.2.
10.27. Assume Hypothesis 10.24, and suppose Y1 2 IX1.H/ with NY1 2 W0. Then:
(1) For each Y2 2 IX .H/, NY1Y2 2 W0.
(2) If NY2  NY1, then Y2  SI and Y2  NG.U \X/ for each U 2 W .
(3) Assume Y1 — J and NY1 D NX . Then k D 2, NX 2 W0 , OG D A, jX j > 2, and
J \X D O2.X/.
Proof. Let Y2 2 IX .H/ and set B WD Y1Y2J \X1X . Then B D Y1Y2JI , where
JI WD J \X1X  SI .
Suppose (1) fails. Then by 2.12,H  B . Set B D B=Y1. Then B D Y 2 J I
and H centralizes Y2 and acts on JI , so
H D ŒH ;H   ŒH ; Y 2 J I  D ŒH ; J I   J I :
Therefore H  Y1JI  NY1, contradicting NY1 2 W0. This establishes (1).
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Assume NY2  NY1. Then Y2  X1J  SI as J  SI . Then as ŒX1; X D 1 and
J acts on U \X for each U 2 W , (2) follows.
Assume the hypothesis of (3). As Y1 — J and NY1 D NX , it follows that X — J ,
so in particular X 6D 1, and hence X is transitive on X . By (2), X  SI so as X
is transitive on X , k D 2. By (2), X  NG.U \ X/ for each U 2 W , so in par-
ticular JX WD J \X E X . Thus eitherO2.X/  JX or JX D 1, or jX j D 4 and
JX D O2.X/.
Suppose O2.X/  J . Then as X — J , we have X D T , where T D S X
and JX D O2.X/ is of index 2 inX . But then j NX W J j D 2, contrary to 3.5.3. Thus
O2.X/ — J . Thus JX D 1 or O2.X/, so JX  O2.X/, and hence X D O2.X/
by 3.5.2. Therefore OG D A, and then as X is transitive on X , jX j > 2.
If jX j 6D 4, then X is the only nontrivial X -invariant subgroup of T , so as X
acts on X \U for each U 2 W , it follows thatW0.< NX/ D ¿, so NX 2 W0 . Thus
(3) holds in this case. Finally suppose jX j D 4. Then
W0.< NX/ D ¹O2.X/J;XJ º;
so we conclude from 3.4 that (3) holds. This completes the proof of (3).
10.28. Assume Hypothesis 10.24. Then NX … W0 .
Proof. Assume NX 2 W0 , let C be the connected component inƒ0 of NX , and adopt
the notation of 3.4. By 3.8 there is V 2 C such that V does not act on X , and
hence does not act on X . As X 2 W0 , X — J , so X 6D 1 when jX j D 2, and
therefore X is transitive on X . Indeed as X — J , jX j > 2 by 3.5.3.
SetW WD hX; V i. As NX 2W0 , we conclude from 3.4 thatW 2W0, NX\V D J ,
and W0. W / D ¹J; NX; V;W º. As W does not act on X , and as H acts on W
and is transitive on    X , HX is transitive on . Then as X  W , it follows
from 3.3 in [8] thatW is transitive on andWH preserves the partition  WD WX
of. As X  W andW is transitive on, it follows thatK WD hXW i E W , and
either OG D A and K D KC./, or OG D S and K D S . In particular, K acts
on X . Also W D hX; V i D KV . Then by 2.7, NX  NK 2 W0 with NK  W ,
and as NK D KJ acts on X but V does not, it follows that V — NK. Therefore as
W0.< W / D ¹J; NX; V º, we conclude that NK D NX .
NextK D K1X , whereK1 D K\X1. AsW D KV is transitive on, V is
transitive on  , so K D hXV i D hKV1 i. If K1  J , then K1  V , so
K D hKV1 i  V;
and hence W D KV D V , a contradiction. Hence K1 — J , so NK1 2 W 00, and
therefore NK1 D NK D NX as NX 2 W0 . Therefore by 10.27.3, k D 2, OG D A, and
O2.X/ D J \X D JX .
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Next V \K  V \ NX D J , so V \K D J \K DW JK , and JK is V -invariant.
As NK D NK1, K D K1JK , so the projection X W JK ! X is a surjection. Then
as V is transitive on  , Xw W JK ! Xw is a surjection for all w 2 W . Therefore
if jX j > 4, then by 1.4 in [7], JK is the product of full diagonal subgroups of K.
Further X \ J D O2.X/ D 1, so JK is a complement to X in K, and then we
conclude that K1 Š JX Š X and K1 D X1. But now H  X1  W , a contra-
diction.
Therefore jX j D 3 or 4. Then as NK D NX and X \J D O2.X/, it follows that
jK W JK j D 3. Let Q WD O2.K/ and QK WD K=Q. Thus
Q  JK E K
and j QK W QJK j D 3.
AsH  X1, j1j > 4 by 10.3.2, so jj > 2. ButU D W OG 2 W0 by 2.13, asOG=K is solvable andW acts on OG . Thus U 2 C , so by 3.7, U acts on JK . Now
there exists t in the kernel of the action of OG on  inverting exactly two members
of QXW D ¹ QX.i/ W 1  i  rº. Say h Qxi i D QX.i/, and t inverts Qxj for j 2 ¹1; 2º.
Now as QJK is a complement to QX.i/ in QK for each i , QX.1/ QX.3/ \ QJK is a full
diagonal subgroup of QX.1/ QX.3/, and hence, replacing x3 by x 13 if necessary, is
generated by Qx D Qx1 Qx3. As t 2 U and U acts on JK , also Œ Qx; t  D Qx1 is in QJK ,
contradicting QX \ QJK D 1. This contradiction completes the proof.
10.29. Either
(1) k D 2, or
(2) k D 3, ji j D 1 for i 2 ¹2; 3º, and X2;3 D 1, so OG D A.
Proof. By 10.5, k  3, and in case of equality, Hypothesis 10.24 is satisfied by
10.25. Thus the lemma follows from 10.26 and 10.28.
10.30. Assume Hypothesis 10.24 and suppose NX 2 W 00. Let C be the connected
component of ƒ0 containing NX , C WD C \W0 , and
CX WD ¹V 2 C W V — NG.X /º:
Then k D 2 and the following hold:
(1) W0. NX/ Š .m/ for some m  2.
(2) The map Z 7! NZ is an isomorphism of VX .H/ withW0. NX/.
(3) Let i W T1  T2 ! Ti be the projection map. Then X 12 \H D H1  JX ,
where H1 WD H \ T1 and JX WD J \X .
(4) JX is transitive on X .
(5) CX 6D ¿ and for each V 2 CX , VH is transitive and imprimitive on .
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Proof. By 10.28, NX … W0 , so (1) follows from the assumption that NX 2 W 00, and
the fact that ƒ is a D.m1; : : : ; mt /-lattice. Part (2) follows from 3.7.
By (1), X 6D 1 and NX … W0 , so by 10.26, k D 2. Therefore H is transitive on
1 and X D 2.
Next asH acts oni for i D 1; 2,H  T1T2. Let Yi WD Hi be the projec-
tion ofH on Ti , andHi WD Yi \Xi . NowH2 2 VX .H/, so by (2), NH2 2 W0 and
there exists a unique B 2 VX .H/ with X D hB;H2i and B \H2 D JX . As T1
centralizes T2,VX .H/ D IX .Y2/\OX .JX /. In particular each member ofVX .H/
isH2-invariant, so B E hB;H2i DX . Therefore we have B D 1, orO2.X/ B ,
or jX j D 4 and B D O2.X/. In the first case JX D 1 and as X D hB;H2i, we
get H2 D X . Then VX .H/ D IX .X/ is not isomorphic to .m/ for any m  2,
contrary to (1) and (2). In the second case, by 3.5.2, B D X , and then
JX D B \H2 D H2;
so that (3) holds. In the third caseX D H2B D H2O2.X/, soH2 is a complement
toO2.X/ inX , orH2 D X . The first case is impossible asH , and hence alsoH2,
is transitive on X . The second is impossible as VX .H/ Š .m/ by (1) and (2).
This completes the proof of (3).
AsH is transitive onX , so is Y2. Then as jY2 W H2j  2withH2 D JX , either
(4) holds or jY2 W JX j D 2 and Y2 — J . In the latter case NY2 2 W 00 by 2.13, con-
trary to 3.5.3. This establishes (4).
By 3.8, CX 6D ¿. Let V 2 CX . AsH is transitive oni for i D 1; 2 and V does
not act on 2, Y WD VH is transitive on . Suppose Y is primitive. Then by (4)
and 1.7.3, Y is 2-transitive on and either almost simple or affine. Thus Y is affine
by 2.14. Now Y has a unique minimal normal subgroup D, and as 1 6D V E Y ,
D  V . As D is transitive on  but H is not, D — J , so V D ND as V 2 W0 .
Then
Y D DJH D DH:
But now 1.7.4 supplies a contradiction, establishing (5).
Before we leave the setup of Lemma 10.30, we obtain a contradiction to the
hypothesis of the lemma. By (5), there is  2 P 0.Y /. Pick  minimal subject to
this constraint. Thus Y  is primitive. By (4) and 1.1, X is a union of a set X of
blocks of  , and JX is transitive on X . As H acts on X   and Y is transitive
on , V  6D 1, so V  is transitive. Similarly V  6D J  , so NV 6D NV , and hence
as V 2 W0 , V D J . Therefore J E Y .
Let B WD V Y be the preimage of V  in Y , and assumeH — B . Then B 2 C
by 2.12. Then B D B \Y D B \VH D V.B \H/ D VJ D V ; that is Y  V .
Let  2 X and suppose ¹º 6D X . Then as J X is transitive on X and Y 
is primitive, applying 1.7.3 to Y  and arguing as above in the proof of part (5),
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using the fact that Y  V , we conclude that Y  is 2-transitive and affine with
F .Y /  V  . Then continuing as in the proof of (5), we obtain a contradiction.
Therefore X D ¹º, so X D  2  . As H  Y and H — V  Y , H is
not contained in the preimage E of V  in N OG./. Therefore by 2.12, NE 2 C . For
˛ 2  , set E.˛/ WD E ˛. Then X D E./, so as V is transitive on  ,
XV D ¹E.˛/ W ˛ 2 º D X:
Set F WD hXi. Applying 3.7 to F;FH in the role of Y;X , we conclude that V acts
on NX \ F D X.J \ F / and JF WD J \ F . As V acts on XJF , XJF D F . As
V and H act on JF , so does Y . For ˛ 2  , let ˛ W F ! E.˛/ be the projection.
As XJF D F , for ˛ 2   ¹º, JF ˛ D E.˛/, so as JF E Y and V is transitive
on  , also X D JF  . Therefore as JX E JF , we also have JX E X . Therefore
either O2.X/  J or mX WD jX j D 4 and JX D O2.X/. By 3.5.2,
X D O2.X/JX ;
so as X — J , it follows that O2.X/ — J . Thus mX D 4 with O2.X/ D JX < X
and X D O2.X/JX . But now (1) and (2) supply a contradiction.
We have shown that H  B . Suppose next that X 6D ¹º. Then
Z WD XX 2 IX .H/;
so by 3.4, W D hZ; V i 2 C . As WH acts on  , it follows from 3.2.2 in [8], that
KC./  W . Let K be the kernel of the action of N OG./ on  . As K=KC./
is solvable, KW 2 W0 by 2.13, so K  W . Then as V  W , the preimage B0 of
V  inWH is contained inW . AsH  B  B0, this is a contradiction. Therefore
X D ¹º, where X D  2  .
Let Z WD ¹Z 2 VX .H/ W NZ 2 W0 º, and for Z 2 Z, set W.Z/ WD hZ; V i. By
3.4, W.Z/ 2 C , and by construction, Z  W.Z/ , so W.Z/ D W.Z/V . Then
as V 2 W0 and V D J , it follows that W.Z/ D NZ. Thus W.Z/ D ZJ is
V -invariant. Therefore XJ D hZ W Z 2 ZiJ is V -invariant, so as X D E./,
F D
Y
˛2
E.˛/ D hXV i D XJ :
Let P WD YF . Now either OG D A and F D KC./, or OG D S and F D S . In
either case, P=F is solvable, so PV 2 W0 by 2.13. This is a contradiction as
H  B  PV .
This contradiction shows:
10.31. Assume Hypothesis 10.24. Then X  J .
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10.32. Assume Hypothesis 10.24 and let
W1 D ¹W 2 W0 W W — NG.1/º and W1 D W1 \W0 :
Then:
(1) W1 6D ¿.
(2) For each W 2 W1, there exists U 2 W1 with U  W .
Proof. Part (1) follows from 3.3. LetW 2 W1. As J acts on,W 6D J . Then (2)
follows from 3.4.
10.33. Assume Hypothesis 10.24 andX 6D 1. LetW 2 W1,U 2 W1 withU  W .
Set Y D WH . Then:
(1) X is transitive on X .
(2) W is transitive on .
(3)  D W WD WX is a X -invariant partition of  and W D U .
(4) K D KC./  J .
(5) OGW 2 W0.
(6) Y  is 2-transitive and affine on  , Y  W , and F .Y /  W  .
(7) F ..WH// D F ..UH//.
(8) LetDW be the preimage inN OG./ of F
.Y /. Then we haveDW D DU and
NDW 2 W0.
Proof. As X 6D 1 and X contains the group of even permutations in T2, (1) holds.
Then as H is transitive on 1 and W does not act on 1, Y WD WH is transitive
on . Now by 3.2 in [8], P 0.Y / has a greatest member  D W , X  ˛ 2  ,
and
K D KC./  W:
AsH is transitive on1, it follows that ˛ DX , 1 6DW  , and Y  is 2-transitive.
Therefore W  contains the unique minimal normal subgroup D of Y  , and D
is transitive. As X  W and X is transitive on ˛, (2) follows. Then
 D ˛W D WX :
By symmetry between W and U , U is transitive on  and U D UX . As U is
transitive on , it is also transitive on  , so  D UX , and hence  D U , com-
pleting the proof of (3).
Again by symmetry between U andW ,K  U . As J is not transitive on  but
U is transitive, J  6D U  , so U  J . Thus K  U  J , establishing (4).
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As OG=K and Y=K are 2-groups, W OG and W Y are in W0 by 2.13, so (5)
holds. Then W Y D WH \W Y D W.H \W Y/ D WJ D W , so Y  W .
If Y  is almost simple, then
H  D  W  ;
so as Y  W , H  W , a contradiction. Thus (6) holds as Y  is 2-transitive.
Part (7) follows from (3), (6), and symmetry between U and W . Then (8) fol-
lows from (5) and (7).
10.34. Assume Hypothesis 10.24. Then X D 1.
Proof. Assume otherwise. By 10.32.1, there is U 2 W1 . Adopt the notation of
10.33, and let  WD U and D WD DU . Let C be the connected component of ƒ0
containing U , and C WD C \W0 . Then for each U  W 2 W0, W 2 C \W1,
and by 10.33,  D W and D D DW . But for each V 2 C, U  hU; V i 2 W0,
so V  W  NG.D/. Thus C  NG.D/, so 3.8 supplies a contradiction.
10.35. Assume Hypothesis 10.24. Then one of the following holds:
(1) k  3, jX j D 2, and OG D A.
(2) k D 2 and jX j D 1.
Proof. By 10.34, X D 1, so jX j  2, and in case of equality, OG D A. As k  3
by 10.5, the lemma follows.
10.36. Assume Hypothesis 10.24. Let W 2 W1, and let W be the orbit of
Y WD WH
on  containing 1. Then one of the following holds:
(1) jW j D j1j C 1, and Y is 2-transitive and affine on W . Thus
F .Y / DW DW
is regular on W , and H is transitive on D#W via conjugation. Further
NDW 2 W0 :
(2) jX j D 2,W D ,  D W D WX is a Y -invariant partition of, OG D A,OGJ 2 W0  W1, OGW 2 W0, Y  W , and Y  is 2-transitive and affine.
Let DW be the preimage in W of F .Y /. Then NDW 2 W 00 and H is tran-
sitive on D#.
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(3) k D 2,X D ¹˛1; ˛2º is of order 2,W D,H˛1 has two orbits i , i D 1; 2,
on 1, and setting
„i WD i [ ¹˛iº and M WD NWH .„1/;
„W WD ¹„1; „2º 2 P 0.Y /, OG D A, and M„i is 2-transitive and affine. Let
Di be the projection of F .M„i / on G „i and DW WD D1D2. Then we
have NDW 2 W 00 and F .Y / is DW or a full diagonal subgroup of DW .
Proof. AsW 2 W1, 1 is a proper subset of † WD W . But by 10.21, jX j  2,
so either j†j D j1j C 1, or jX j D 2 and † D . Assume the first case holds.
Then asH is transitive on1, Y is 2-transitive on†, so by 2.15, Y is affine on†,
and settingDW WD F .Y /,DW  W with NDW 2 W0. AsH is transitive on1,
H is transitive onD#W by conjugation. In particular NDW 2 W1 andH is maximal
in NDH D DH , so we have NDW 2 W0 . Thus (1) holds in this case.
So assume the second case holds. Suppose  D WX is a partition of , and let
K D OG . AsK is anH -invariant 2-group, NK andKW are inW0 by 2.13, and by
construction NK D KJ acts on 1, so NK … W1. As X D 1 by 10.34, OG D A. As
Y  K and KW 2 W0, W Y 2 W0 by 2.7, so
W Y D HW \W Y D W.H \W Y/ D WJ D W:
That is Y  W .
As NK … W1,W  6D 1. As Y is transitive on andH is transitive on  ¹Xº,
Y  is 2-transitive. Then as W  6D 1 and Y  W , Y  is affine by 2.15. Define
D D DW as in (2). Then ND 2 W0 by 2.15. As D does not act on 1, ND 2 W 00.
As H is transitive on 1, H is transitive on D#. Thus (2) holds in this case.
Thus we may assume  is not a partition of . It follows from 1.6 that case (i)
or (ii) of 1.6.1 holds. Suppose that case (i) holds. Then Y is 5=2-transitive on .
By 2.14, Y is affine, so by 1.6.2, D WD F .Y / Š E2e is regular on , and for
! 2 X , Y! is isomorphic to Le.2/, or possibly A7 if e D 4. Then as Y=W is
almost simple, we concludeW D D and Y! D H D H. But nowH is transitive
on    ¹!º, whereas H acts on X of order 2, a contradiction.
Thus we may assume case (ii) holds. Then, together with 1.6.3, this implies that
(3) holds, except for the condition that NDW 2 W0, which follows from 2.13.
10.37. k D 2 and I 0 D ¿.
Proof. Assume otherwise. If k D 2, we may assume I 0 is nonempty, so Hypothe-
sis 10.24 is satisfied. On the other hand if k 6D 2, then by 10.29, k D 3. Then from
the discussion in 10.25, Hypothesis 10.24 is satisfied.
So in any event, Hypothesis 10.24 is satisfied. By 10.32.1 we may choose
W 2 W1:
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Define W and Y WD WH as in 10.36. By 10.36 one of the three conclusions of
that lemma are satisfied. Let C be the connected component of ƒ0 containing W
and C WD C \W0 .
Suppose first that conclusion (1) of 10.36 is satisfied, and set D WD DW . ThenND 2 W0 by 10.36. Let D  Z 2 W0. As D does not act on 1, Z 2 W1. We
claim W D Z , so Z satisfies conclusion (1) of 10.36. If not Z DW  is of
order j1j C 2, so as DH is 2-transitive on W of order j1j C 1, ZH is 3-tran-
sitive on , impossible as ZH is imprimitive on  in cases (2) and (3) of 10.36.
Thus the claim is established.
By the claim, Z D  ND D W , and then as DH  ZH ,
D D F .DH/ D F .ZH/ DW DZ :
Let V 2 C andZ.V /D hD;V i. As ND 2W0 , it follows thatZ.V / 2 C by 3.4,
so D D DZ.V /. Thus V  NG.D/ for each V 2 C, so C  NG.D/, contrary
to 3.8. Thus no member ofW1 satisfies conclusion (1) of 10.36.
Next supposeW satisfies conclusion (2) of 10.36. Adopt the notation in (2) and
let K WD OG and D WD DW . Let  2 S be the involution with cycles .!; !0/, for
¹!;!0º 2  , and set T D hi. Let  0 D   .!1; !2/, where X D ¹!1; !2º.
Suppose first that B 2 IK.H/ with B — T . Claim there in no „ 2 P .BH/
with „ D ¹„1; „2º of order 2. For if  2  0 D    ¹Xº with   „1, then as
H is transitive on  0, it follows that 1  „1, contradicting
j„1j D n=2 < n   2 D j1j:
We conclude for each  2  0, j„i \  j D 1 for i D 1; 2, and then also
j„i \X j D 1:
Let b 2 B   T . Then there are ˛; ˇ 2  with ˛  M.b/ and ˇ  Fix.b/. As
˛ M.b/ and j„1\˛j D 1,„1b D „2. This is impossible as b fixes the member
of „1 \ ˇ, establishing the claim.
Suppose next that for each Z 2 W0 containing W , ZH satisfies conclusion (2)
of 10.36; for example if W — T this holds by the previous paragraph. Let
W  Z 2 W0:
AsW does not act on 1, it follows that Z 2 W1. By hypothesis, Z satisfies con-
clusion (2) of 10.36. Then Z D ZX D WX D  , soK D OGZ and then by Pro-
position 4 in [4], D D DZ . Thus Z  NG.D/, and we obtain a contradiction as
in the previous paragraph unless W 2 W Š0.
By 10.36, we have ND 2 W 00. By 3.7 there is D0  VD.H/ such that ND0 2 W0
and D0 6D 1. As H is irreducible on D , it follows that D0 D D , so ND0
satisfies conclusion (2) of 10.36 withDD0 D D. ReplacingW by ND0, we may as-
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sume W D ND0 2 W0 . Then W … W Š0, so W  T by the previous paragraph. In
particular J  T .
By 10.36,WK 2 W0, so by 3.7 there isK0 2 VK.H/withK0 — T , NK0 2 W0 ,
and Z WD hW;K0i 2 W0. By the claim, Z acts on no partition of order 2, so we
get Z 2 W Š0. Thus asW; NK0 2 C, C D ¹W; NK0; V º is of order 3. AsKW 2 C ,
it follows that NK D NK0, so K D K0J  K0T . In particular H is irreducible on
KT=T , so it follows that n=2 is even (or else  0 2 CK.H/) and hence  2 A, so
that T  K is H -invariant. Then T D J by 3.5.3.
By 3.8, V does not act on  . Next U WD hV;W i 2 C , and as V does not act
on  , by an earlier reduction, UH does not satisfy conclusion (2) of 10.36, so UH
satisfies conclusion (3) of 10.36. Thus M WD NUH .„1/ is of index 2 in UH , and
D D DM  T , where DM WD D \M Š D . Then DM Š D„1M D F .M„1/.
As in 10.36.3, letDi be the projection ofDM onG „i andDU WD D1D2. NowNDU 2 W0 by 10.36 and Y D CUHDU ./, soW D NDM < NDW and J \DU D 1.
Thus U D NDU so as V 2 W0 , V D NDV , where DV WD V \ DU . Thus by 3.4
and 3.7, UH D DUH and DU D DM DV . Finally  2 J , so  acts on DV .
However as  centralizes H and acts on V , and as H is irreducible on DV ,
DV  CDU ./ D DM ;
a contradiction.
Therefore conclusion (3) of 10.36 is satisfied for each W 2W1. Set
YW WD WH:
Then we have „W D ¹„1; „2º with „i D „W;i the orbits of F .MW / on ,
where MW WD NYW .„1/, and M„iW is affine.
Pick W 2 W0 and let W  Z 2 W0. As W 2 W0 , it follows that W D NE,
where E WD W \DW , and DW D D1 D2 is defined in 10.36.3. As E is con-
tained in each subgroup of YW of index 2,E MZ . ThusE acts on„Z;i of order
n=2, so as the orbits „W;i of E are of order n=2, it follows that „Z D „W D „.
By Proposition 4 in [4], E„i D F .M„iZ /, so D D DW D DZ .
Let C be the connected component of ƒ0 containing W , and C D C \W0 .
For each V 2 C, W  Z D hV;W i 2 C , so V  Z  NG.D/ by the previous
paragraph. This contradicts 3.8, and completes the proof.
10.38. Set Hi WD Hi and Ji WD Ji . Then:
(1) k D 2, I D ¹1; 2º, mi D ji j  5, and Hi=Ji Š L.
(2) NHi and NXi are inW 00.
(3) Hi D F .Xi /.
(4) Xi 2 W0 .
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Proof. By 10.37, k D 2 and I D ¹1; 2º, so (1) follows from part (2) of 10.3.
As I D ¹1; 2º, i 2 S , so NXi 2 W0 by 10.3.3. As Ji 6D Hi , we have Hi — J ,
so NHi 6D J , and hence (2) holds.
Let Yi D F .Xi /. As mi  5, Yi Š Ami is nonabelian simple and of index at
most 2 in Xi . By (2) and 2.7, NYi 2 W0, and then by 3.5.2, NXi D NYi . If NXi 2 W0 ,
then (4) holds and (3) follows from (2), so we may assume otherwise. Then by 3.7
there exists Z 2 VXi .H/ with NZ 2 W 00, Xi D hHi ; Zi, and Hi \ Z  J . As Z
is H-invariant, Hi acts on Z, so Z E hHi ; Zi D Xi , and hence Yi  Z, contra-
dicting Z \Hi  J . This completes the proof of (3) and (4).
Theorem 10.39. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. Then H is transitive on .
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then Hypothesis 10.1 is satisfied, so we can appeal to
the results in this section. Adopt the notation of 10.38, and choose notation so that
m1  m2. Let C be the connected component of ƒ0 containing NX1 and
C WD C \W0 :
By 3.8, there exists V 2 C such that V — NG.1/. By 10.38.4, NX1 2 W0 , so
by 3.4,
W WD hX1; V i 2 W0:
Set Y WD WH . As H is transitive on i and Y — NG.1/, it follows that Y is
transitive on. Then as X1  W andm1  5, it follows from 3.2 in [8] that there
is  2 P 0.Y / with 1   2  and KC./  W . As m1  m2, it follows that
m1 D n=2 and  D ¹1; 2º. But now
O2.X2/  KC./  W;
so H  X1O2.X2/  W , contradicting W 2 W0. This contradiction completes
the proof of the theorem.
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